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tobom in our pouth
toe toere often toont to tjecb not;
to those tofjo habe borne toitb us, anb tobose
sacrifices habe mabe tbis toork a
possibility ;
Co (Bm Jfatfjer*
eber toiling for us,
bo toe affectionately bebicate
tbis bolume, as an appreciation of their
genuine toorth, anb of tbeir
lopaltp to us.
w <&uv patient "Bab*"HEN we were tots, just young and smalThe habit then was formed to callOn Dad.
At night, when frightened in our beds,
A steady wail rose from our heads
For Dad.
Whene'er we hungered wild for sweets,
The ear that hearkened to our bleats
Was Dad's.
When from the righteous path we erred,
And mother our hopeless case referred
To Dad,
Instead of sending us to bed,
He took us to the old woodshed
—
Did Dad.
When foolish questions we would ask,
The man who rallied to the task
Was Dad.
Whene'er a penny we did want,
The one whose footsteps we did haunt
Was Dad.
And now our bills are not so small,
The C. O. D. just means to "Call
On Dad."
—F. H. M. '14
.
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flngtorp of t\)t Class of 1914
%^^^^k IGHT has settled on the Great American Desert. Facing each other
5 W opposite a small fire of sedgebrush, built in a cimaron, are stretched two
^E .y, figures wrapped in blankets. One is medium old. The hair on his head is
gray; his face shows fine lines, a square jaw, and kind blue eyes; but the sunken chest
and the hollow cough sounding therefrom at intervals told a tale that we need not here
relate. The other is medium young. He is veritably a chip off the old block, except that
his chest and shoulders have an athletic build.
The younger man speaks as if in answer to a question—
"Mine, you say, father?" A dreamy look of pleasant recollection flows across
his face.
"Ah, they were my comrades, father."
"Year, did you ask? Why '14' to be sure. I thought that was carved
indelibly on the foundations of your memory."
"^ es, ours was the Class of '14. There has been none like it either before or
since, and when there is I will take my knapsack and wend my way thither"—and he
jerked his thumb westward
—
"to the land of the vanishing sun, leaving this land to that
perfect generation."
"Yes, I admit, there was a little prepishness among us, a little bit of snobbish-
ness, some narrowness, due to our inexperience, and quite a deal of ignorance ; but when
it came to the real thing—the acid test—those men of the Class of '14 would reach out
their hands to one another across the petty little chasms of everyday life, and grasping
those of their brothers they would pull together with a steadfast cling that did more for
them as men than anything else in all the world has done or ever can do. When it came
to the sacrifice of the individual for the good of that bunch, I tell you, father, there was
not one that would not do it. They were the kind that knew and appreciated a man
for what he was worth; and only men of that kind now wear this"—and he held up a
hand on which was a " '14."
"Right well do I remember when we first came together. It was in the Fall of







with short legs and Roman noses and various other distinguishing characteristic epithets,
thinned us down from year to year, until, at graduation, we numbered only seventy-six.
"Some came at the beginning w:th their purpose mapped out, and they stuck
to it admirably well. Others came in the hope that something would turn up which
would put them on the right road to success. Still others came listlessly, caring not for
what they came, and knowing not unto what it would lead them—but, do you know,
father, how many of the latter graduated with us? Not one.
"We had genius, wit, ability, pathos, kindness, respect for all things made by
the Great Creator. We had men that would not set foot on a worm needlessly, yet those
same men would not hesitate to draw their swords against the greatest antagonist of the
common good.
"Our men established themselves at college shortly after their arrival there, and
by the time we were Sophomores our fame had gone abroad. Our Class stood for the
highest honor system obtainable; and we maintained it, too. We made the dirt fly in
athletics. Two from our ranks have been numbered on the famous all-Southern teams.
Fourteen of us wore the coveted 'C We established an athletic record that has been
the envy of the other classes. We raised some sand in the Literary Societies. We had
speakers that were famous all over the State. Leaders in Agriculture and Engineering
were found in our ranks in no small numbers.
"They are now in various and sundry places. From the Sudan, where the
cholera fight is raging, to the frozen lands of the Klondike, there are men wearing the
honored ' '14.' We have good-natured, jovial planters in the Sunny South, and cold,
calculating business men in the world's metropolis. They are a credit to themselves, an
honor to their college, and loyal and patriotic citizens of their State. I tell you, father,
they are the men that make the world go round"—the last was spoken dreamily.
The fire had died low. , Sounds of deep breathing coming from across the fire
settled like sweet music on the tired nerves of the young man; the waking world of
rattlers, tarantulas, and vinagarones, that dare not cross the coiled rope, knew him no more;
and
"The flowing sands of the cactus land, sweeping by with a hollow roar.
Found them sleeping in a cimaron. where their fathers slept before.'—Historian





Sergeant; Lieutenant Quartermaster and Commissary;
Lieutenant and Adjutant.
AGRONOMY; President Columbian Literary So-
ciety; Vice-President Agricultural Society; Literary
Staff Agricultural Journal; Literary Staff Taps '14;
Associate Editor of The Tiger; Secretary and Treas-
urer Student Press Association; Senior Agronomy
Club; Y. M. C. A.; President Barnwell County Club;
Debater Society Annual Celebration.
Exactness, capacity for work, and frankness well
characterize this young man. George considers the
facts, and then acts accordingly. He is of studious
habits and exemplary character. To know George is
to like him. Though quiet and unassuming, he has
reaped his share of college honors. His friends are
numbered by the score, and we all join hands in wish-
ing him a successful and happy career.




AGRONOMY; Columbian Literary Socier;
Agricultural Society.
Little Charlie hails from Swamp Fox terntot
and is noted for his escapades ( ?). On account
his great military genius, he is sometimes cal
Caesar. In handling the "Shovel," Charlie is vj
proficient. Sometimes he forces wind through a cor<
but would rather play a tune on a cash register,
great future lies before him, as he has decided to
vote his time to the betterment of the social condil
of the hookworm.
'Music hath such charms'
^ms^.^
DAVIES KIRKLAND BANKS
St. Matthews, S. C.
Sergeant; Lieutenant.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; President
almetto Literary Society; Debaters' Medal Annual
««|':lebration '14; Y. M. C. A.; A. I. E. E.; President
alhoun County Club; Track Team 12











Dingle, dingle, little star,
How we wonder wbat you are,
Up above the class so high,
Like a Sleinmetz in the sky.
What it took to "shoot" them all for block hun-
i-eds, "Dingle" happened to have. We know that he
going to show those fellows at Cornell next year
mething about Electricity.
"A peace above all earthly dignities,
A still and quiet conscience"




Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Captain.
AGRONOMY; Captain Sophomore Championship
Football Team '12; Class Football '13; Head Waiter
'12, '13, '14; Assistant Business Manager Chronicle
'13; Business Manager Taps '14; Agricultural
Society; Secretary, Vice-President, Chaplain, Critic,
President Calhoun Literary Society; Orator Annual
Celebration; President Dr. Riggs Bible Class '14;
President Laurens County Club; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
'13; President Y. M. C. A. '14.
Ability, openness, and fearlessness well characterize
this budding entrepreneur. John holds many honors
among us; and the financial success of this book is due
in a great part to his untiring efforts. When we leave
college we shall have many pleasant remembrances of
hours spent in John's company. His ambition is to
become a dairy farmer of Laurens County, and probably
be one of the political bosses of the State.
"He is wise worldly, hut not worldly wise"
r
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BENJAMIN PRESSLEY BARRON^
YORKVILLE, S. C.
Corporal; Batallion Sergeant-Major; Captain and
Commissary.
CIVIL ENGINEERING; Junior Dancing Club:
Senior Dancing Club; President Yorkville-Rock Hill
Club; House of Mirth; "No-'Count Nine"; Cotillion
Club.
This little lad strayed into our midst in the Winter
of 1911. Having been blessed by the gods of mathe-
matics, Bennie was at once admitted to the ranks of
the "Hoboes." Since then he has been a loyal follower
of our Chief. BENNIE never carries a hammer, but
rather a good word for everyone. With such ability
and character, we expect great things from him in the
future.






ENTOMOLOGY; Y. M. C. A.; Agricultural
Society; President Rifle Club; Secretary and Treasl
urer Sunday School.
In the Fall of '09. Joe. commonly known as "Poof<
Mary." arrived at college: and. casting his lot amonj
the noble class of "Preps," he has been true to then<
ever since. He is known by all as the good-nature^
boy who never shirks his duty. Although Joe nevei
aspired to military fame, his faithful service has raised
him to the rank of Captain. His future career is to t|
envied, as some day he will rank among the chiei
entomologists of the times.
"/ have never seen anything in the Tvorlcl north geltiri
angry about"
r





ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Y. M.
t. A.; Junior Electrical Science Club; A. I. E. E.;
Vice-President Newberry County Club '13 and '14.
PO 5
HAROLD deserted the Lutherans at Newberry, in the
Spring of 1912, and came to Clemson to develop his
latent electrical engineering faculties. But, after culti-
vation of a taste for drill and reveille, he showed re-
r
markable military development, capturing a sergeant and
later a lieutenant. Regardless of political tastes, his
genial disposition has won him many friends, who pre-
dict for him a most successful career as an electrical
engineer in the little city of Newberry.
"A shining countenance MAY betoken wisdom
ARNOLD RILEY BOYD
Mount Carmel, S. C.
Corporal; First Sergeant; Major; Captain Picked
Company.
ENTOMOLOGY; President Student Press Asso-
ciation; President Rifle Club; Prosecuting and Re-
porting Critic, Vice-President Palmetto Literary So-
ciety; Presiding Officer Annual Celebration; Asso-
ciate Editor Agriculture Society; Treasurer Y. M. C.
A.; Finance Committee and Advisory Board Y. M.
C. A.; Manager Y. M. C. A. Choir; Secretary and
Treasurer Sunday School; Senior Dancing Club;
Tech. Debater; Representative S. C. I. O. A. Con-
test '14.
Three cheers for Mount Carmel's product—hand-
some, studious, ambitious, and a very agreeable com-
panion. His general military figure and special First
Sergeant record won for him Major of the First Battal-
ion and Captain of the Picked Company. Arnold
expects to acquire distinction as a lawyer or banker,
and we see no reason why he will not reach the top,
since he believes in doing what is right, and sticking to
it.
"To become a diplomatic and successful man— /is a
consummation devoutly to be wished
•fort it «om he.






ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Class
Football '13; Class Historian '11; 7~iger Reporter '13;
Co-operative Commiltee 14; President Junior Elec-
trical Science Club; Executive Committee A. I. E. E.
;
Sophomore. Junior, and Senior Dancing Club; Round
Dozen; House of Mirth; Lieutenant Senior Privates;
President Bachelors' Society.
When "Foote" set out for Clemson. it was with the
determination to be a "real noise," and so systematically
has he carried out his plans that even the most con-
servative are forced to admit that he has attained his
goal—witnesses: the Commandants, the cadets, and the
professors. This same quality blasted his military
aspirations in their infancy. If "Foots" succeeds as
well in accumulating Electrical knowledge as he has in
gathering "Extras," his success in life is a centainty.
"The pain of one maiden's refusal is drorvned in the
pain of the next"
GEORGE HAROLD BROWNE
Rock Hill, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Varsitj
Baseball '13, '14; Varsity Football '13; Class Foot!
ball 'II. 12; Captain Class ChampionshiD Team 13
A. I. E. E.; Block "C" Club; Vice-President Yorj
County Club; Junior and Senior Electrical Clubs! -p
Second Liteutenant Senior Privates.
"Skeet" may very appropriately be designated
one hundred and sixty pounds of pure, unadulterate
nerve. "Skeet's" qualities as an athlete are second t
none in his Class. Like the lillies of the field, "Skeet
toils not. neither does he spin—except when engaged
leading the host on "Cummins' Square." H
accomplishes locomotion by an airy tread, suggesti
of an Indian war dance.
"He smiles when he wins, and laughs Tvhen he loose
Pl/KltE










'Puss," who hails from the "House of Orange,"
ird of the "Hobo" course soon after reaching col-
e. Thinking this to be an easy road to a dip, he
led ranks with the Civils, but found his course to
harder than a hobo's life. He began his college
eer by taking life easy, and delights in going
filing. It is said that he took fifty shots to bring
vn a "tame" duck. On account of being too mili-
. v. Puss failed to get an office, but we hope to see
1 accomplish his ambition by getting a colonel in
Engineering Corps.
''Never do today t>hat can be done tomorrow'
ernest McMillan byrd
Hartsville, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; Lieutenant and Adjutant; Cap-
tain.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; A. I. E.
E.; Vice-President Darlington County Club; Y. M.
C. A.; Columbian Literary Society; Student Press
Association; Clemson Rifle Team 13, 14.
Byrd is a deep thinker, a sleeper of sleepers, and a
snorer of snorers. He has distinguished himself as a
military genius, having won many honors, and intro-
duced a new kind of salute. Byrd advances the idea
that the A. I. E. E. hall could be beautified by using
"Chanticleers." He is a "Jack-of-all-trades," and
success will come his way if he does not get mixed up
in love and live wires.
"A fair question is half fynoivledge"
7////S:
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JULIUS LAFAYETTE CARSON. Jr.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Corporal ; Sergeant.
AGRONOMY; President Class of '14; Chief of
Literary Staff Taps '14; Exchange Editor Chronicle;
Secretary and Treasurer Agricultural Society; Athletic
Council '14; Co-operative Committee '12; Literary
Critic Columbian Literary Society; Orator's Medal
'14; Varsity Football '11, '12. '13, '14; Senior
Straights; Block "C" Club; Cotillion Club; "Firm."
Resourcefulness, force, and stamina well characterize
this sturdy young Spartan. "Jule" enjoys life to the
fullest extent; its happiest moments to him are spent
either in sleep or with his pipe. "Doc Jule" is always
happy, except when he is the "goat" of a joke; then
look out, friend, you are rushing in where angels fear
to tread. "Jule" is a true friend, a good athlete, and
an orator that sways his audience. We predict for him
a long life of success.
"A trained ear, a careful longue, a milling hand—





ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Exeo<
live Committee of A. I. E. E.; Charter Member
Bachelors' Society; Senior Private; Round Dozen.
"Hec" hails from the land of the blue grass, f
horses, fair women, corn whiskey, and colonels. 1
arrived at Clemson in the Fall of 1910, and with s
good nature and broad smile soon won the friends*
of all. "Hec" cast his lot with the D. D. C.'s, al
since then has been a constant attendant on Cummi
Square.
"A good strong character, ivith independence and for
"-^JIC
- ^^^.^.^
ROBERT EMMETTO COX. Jr.
Abbeville, S. C.
SM --' FRED CONNOR DANTZLER
Holly Hill. S. C.
Sergeant; Captain Senior Privates.
AGRONOMY; Sophomore. Junior, and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Agricultural Straights; Agricultural
:. Society; "Firm"; German Club.
From the land of "peach kernels and gully water,
'Gonny" came to enliven the sad inhabitants of Clem-
,on with his smiling face and ready wit. When not
engaged in this arduous task, he may be found ex-
1 xmnding the doctrine of "the rights of a Senior" to the
Colonel, or making his pocket money by selling cor-
: >orals to the Rats. After taking a course in one of
: lhe higher universities, he will return to Abbeville, and
at demonstrate the value of scientific farming to the Hill
Billies" of that county.
"Then he will tall{— l)c> gods! how he mill lall(!"
Sergeant; Lieutenant.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY; Y. M. C. A.; Vice-
President Palmetto Literary Society; Agricultural
Society; Literary Staff Agricultural Journal.
FRED was bom near the little village of Holly Hill.
S. C. on September 4. 1893. He entered Clemson in
'09. when quite a small lad; but, after remaining in
college for one year, he decided that the Class of 13
did not suit him. so he stayed out of College a year,
and joined the Class of '14. He was struck with a
bright idea soon after entering college, and he has never
fully recovered. We predict a glorious future for this
youngster.
'The evil thai men Jo lives after them;
The good is oft interred rvith their fci ones
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MARION ADAM DANTZLER
Cameron, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Senior Private.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; A. I.
E. E.; Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs.
"Strawberry," or "Dan," hit Clemson in '09, and
was assigned, for obvious reasons, to the "Prep." king-
dom. This good-natured lad has been climbing ever
since, and is now a loyal subject of our Class. The
privates in "C" Company swear by him. "Straw-
berry" is a firm believer in not letting his studies inter-
fere with his education. Though uncertain his future
may seen, it is safe to say that he can make good if he
so desires.
"7 am sure care is an enemy lo life'
CLARENCE ENGLISH DESCHAMPS
Sumter, S. C.
First Sergeant; Senior Private; Lieutenant.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Class
Football '11, '13; Scrub Football '13; Track '11, '12,
'13; Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Dancing
Clubs; Junior Electrical Science Club '13; A. I. E. E.;
Round Dozen; Picked Company 12; Y. M. C. A.;'
German Club.
The college career of this sturdy Sumter lad has been
a winning fight against many ups and downs. He left
us during his Freshman year to attend the Naval
Academy. However, fortune favored him not, and he;
returned to Clemson. In studies and athletics, "Navy
has shown great ability. Make-up work trouble
"Navy," and he troubled his classmates with his near
jokes. His smiles, electricity, and tales of "up yonder
will provide a home somewhere for him.
"When the roll is called 'up yonder,' I'll be there'
-
^ iiilLiL
JOSEPH BENJAMIN DOUTHIT, Jr.
"**iS<l i
Sandy Springs, S. C.
Corporal; First Sergeant; Lieutenant; Senior Private.
AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL INDUSTRY;
>ss Football '10; Vice-President Athletic Associa-
1 'II; President Class '11; Manager Class Football
» '12, '13; Co-operative Committee '12, '13, '14;
'sistant Manager '13, and Manager Varsity Football
\m '14; Chronicle Staff '13; Editor-in-Chief
'onicle '14; Assistant Business Manager Taps '14;
erary Staff Agricultural Journal '14; President
:houn Literary Society; Declaimer '12; Orator's
dal '13; Debater '14; Executive Committee S. C. I.
A.; Treasurer S. C. P. A.; Sec'y and Treas. Junior
; ncing Club; Manager Hop '13; German Club.
'"Sujah" is the guy that put Sandy Springs on the
p. His smiling, open countenance bespeaks a sunny
position, which to know is but to love. His athletic
eer was cut short in his Freshman year when he
ered a broken leg. His college life has been filled
h various happenings, yet his optimistic smile and
erful greeting have never been known to fail. He
taken a leading part in all college activities. He
ome business man, and it is a sure wager that Wall
eet will be his home.
mmie, pull doivn the yellow shade; the man wants
a green suit"
U WE'LL RIDE. /EM ON we J






Corporal; First Sergeant; Major.
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY; Y. M. C.
A.; President Darlington County Club; President Cal-
houn Literary Society; Presiding Officer Annual Cele-
bration 14; Chemistry Club; Agricultural Society;
Business Manager Agricultural Journal '14.
Though born in California, "Major" migrated to
South Carolina before he could help himself. He reg-
istered from Hartsville; and may that old town con-
sider herself honored in having so worthy a representa-
tive. He has gathered many honors and friends during
his stay among us. "Major" always shines on battal-
ion drill; even the hills sit up and take notice when he
gives a command. He will meet with that success which
is due only to the energetic.
"Industry can do anything genius can"
ANDREW LEROY EDWINS
Orangeburg, S. C.
Corporal; Battalion Sergeant-Major; Captain.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Chief
Marshal Annual Celebration Columbian Literary So-
ciety '14; Y. M. C. A.; A. I. E. E.; Y. M. C. A.
Basket-ball Team; Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Manager Orangeburg County Club '13.
This lad, commonly known as LeRoy, entered Clem-
son in the Fall of '10 with a determination to win for
himself a "dip." He is a great student in Electrical
Engineering. One of his chief occupations while in
the laboratory is the connecting of ammeters. He
stands well in his Class, for "shooting" is his specialty.
"Whence is thy learning, that thy toil o'er hool(s hath




Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; First Lieutenant.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; A.
E. E. ; Scrub Baseball 10; Captain Gymnasium lei
'14; Class Football, Championship Teams 'II,
"Chubby" is a good scout, and a hard worker,
is a little "gun-shy" around the ladies, but we
have hopes for him. English was his Waterloo, anc
was often heard moaning "You Made Me Wha
Am Today"; but he would soon come back wit!
Should Worry." "Chubby" was a mainstay on I
undefeated Class teams. His ability to take tfl
as they are is one of his most notable characterise
"He stands four square to every wind that blou^
iSs;v/i'/.-..\\7v'/'\'. -. . .x\V.,\\ N. / — - , -. _/ : . X -.\
JOHN WATSON ERWIN
Spartanburg, S. C.
'orporal; Regimental Sergeant-Major ; Lieutenant
jutant; Senior Private.
'EXTILE; Y. M. C. A.; Class Co-op. Com. '12,
Yice-Pres. Class '12, '14; Vice-Pres. Junior Dane-
Club; Pres. Senior Dancing Club; Asst. Mgr.
ior-Senior Hop; Tennis Team '12, '13, '14; Mgr.
mis Team '14; Pres. State Intercollegiate Tennis
o. '14; Secy, and Treas. Southern Intercollegiate
inis Asso. '14; Co-winner Southern Intercollegiate
mis Championship Doubles; Varsity Basket-ball
'13, '14; Asst. Mgr. Basket-ball '13; Capt. and
ich Basket-ball '14; Block "C" Club; Cotillion Club.
OHN, better known as "Sook," had great military
irations when he first entered college. In his Junior
r he attained the highest honors offered along these
s. Alas, in his Senior year this dream was rudely
ttered, and "Sook." may be seen "one-stepping"
und the square on Saturday afternoons to the tune
"Gimme that good old Senior Private." His chief
racteristic is his frankness and utter fearlessness, and
se have claimed for him the admiration of his whole
iss.
"Straightforward and fair
Deals he with all men.
He is with his noble heart
L Slot) to borrow, but quick '° l end"
ROBERT BOYD EZELL
Spartanburg, S. C.
Corporal; Color-Sergeant; Captain and Adjutant;
First Lieutenant Picked Company.
ENTOMOLOGY; Reporting Critic, Corr. and Rec.
Sec'y., Pres. Columbian Lit. Soc.; Presiding Officer
Annual Celebration '14; Ed.-in-Chief Tiger '14; An-
nual Staff '14; Pres. Class '13; Co-op. Com. '13, '14;
Chief Marshal Commencement '13; Varsity Baseball
10. 'II, '12, '13; Capt. of Team '13; All Southern
Pitcher '13; Asst. Coach '14; Varsity Football '12;
Capt. Scrubs '12; Class Football Team '10. 'II; Scrub
Football '11; Varsity Basket-ball '13; Vice-Pres.
Athl. Asso. '13; Athl. Council '13; Asst. Cheer Leader
'14; Chmn. Ath. Com.. Y. M. C. A.; Y. M. C. A.
Basket-ball Team; Pres. Spartanburg Co. Club '14;
Sec'y. Block "C" Club '13; Pres. Block "C" Club '14.
"Doc" is famed for many things, chief among which
is his ability as an athlete, as a Class leader, as an
editor, and student. Among all our associations in
college we have not sounded material that has come
nearer giving the true ring, and nearer showing the
true blue, than has this piece. A South Carolina news-
paper once said "Clemson will some day be famous as
that school attended by Doc EzELL." So, friends, we
leave him to you until the next writing.
"His vision is broad; and he sees quite through the
majority of students, bestriding, as he does, this





Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Junior
Electrical Science Club; A. 1. E. E. ; Marlboro
County Club.
McColl claims the subject of this sketch. "Fletch,"
like many others, is noted for his expenditure of energy
in telling how hard the Electrical course is. In his
Senior year. "Fletch" formed the habit of making
frequent visits to Calhoun (to buy cigarettes of
course [?] ). His smiling countenance betokens a sunny
disposition, which to know is to like. His many friends
predict that he will some day become chief engineer of
•he ^ estinghouse Electric Company.





Corporal: First Sergeant, Captain : Lieutenant.
AGRONOMY: Varsity Football MO. "12. '13.
Captam YaTsity Football 14; Track Team; Cn
Sophomore Class Teams 13. "14. Champions
Corresponding Secretary, Vice-President Colun.
Literary Society: Circulating Manager Chron
Block "C" Club; Agricultural Society : Y. M. C.
Secretary and Treasurer Junior Class; Junior. S ;
Dancing Clubs; Agricultural Straights: "Firm."
"Hop"" and "Action" both come from the lor
football tradition. Ancient history7 does not relate \
this remarkable warrior began his football career,
handsome fellow has been mistaken for an Ap
an original American, and a husband; so his appi
qualities are so manifold as to be quite mislec
^ hat "Hop" doesn't know, one will never know
he doesn't know. To "^Xhat Hop Gandy says
world lends a listening ear.
"Much study is a Weariness of the fietk"
. . r _ *--
I t*» remit : - »»• _-_» •




"orporal ; Sergeant; Lieutenant; Captain.
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY; Presi-
t Union County Club; Agricultural Society; Chem-
• Club; Class Football
-
12, M3; Glee Club Ml.
;
M3.
Doc" comes from the romantic and historical city(?)
Santuc; which, unfortunately, is not on the map, but
• ild be. He was a very promising member of our
ss until he met his "soul's affinity" during the Sum-
of M3, and since then he has done nothing but
^
' pose those letters that lead to matrimony. We do
v ipfilbelieve that he has fully realized his capabilities, but
n he does a successful career will be open to him.
-• e* '
"Wandering between two worlds—one dead,
. The other powerless to be born"
THOMAS CRAWFORD HADDON
Hodges, S. C.
Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
AGRONOMY; Advertising Manager Taps M4;
Recording Secretary, Literary Critic, President Pal-
metto Literary Society; Declaimers' Medal II;
Orators' Medal '12; Debaters' Medal M3; Chief Mar-
shal Annual Celebration '14; Representative State Inter-
collegiate Oratorical Contest M3; Secretary and Treas-
urer Sunday School; President Carlisle Bible Class;
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Bible Class Leader; Agricultural
Straights; Senior Dancing Club; Agricultural Society;
Associate Editor Agricultural journal; Scrub Base-
ball Ml ; Tech Debater.
Of the four years "Tommy" has spent at Clemson,
not much has been wasted. His career as a speaker
deserves honorable mention—having won four medals
before finishing the Junior Class. Yet with all this
ability to sway the multitudes. Tommy's actions speak
louder than his words. We expect to hear from
"Tommie" in our legislative halls after his law course
at Virginia.













AGRONOMY; Scrub Football 11. '12. '13; Class
Football 'II, '12. '13: Vanity Football "14: Palmetto
Literary Society; Agricultural Society; Block "C
Club; Y. M. C. A.
"JOCK," or "Wreck" as he is popularly known, is
noted for his "never-give-up spirit." One of his greatest
desires after entering school was the winning of the "C."
and a place on the \ arsity football squad. \X e were
very glad to see his desire attained, after three years of
hard work. "\^ reck" has won many friends by his
pleasant countenance and jovial disposition. \X e predict
for him unqualified success in whatever he undertakes.
"This is such a serious world that v>e should not speal(
at all unless Tee have something to say"
T6»m. tus e TUe Besr Ye**
\>6L HOCE BEE HOP!
AGRONOMY; Y. M. C. A.; Secretary
Treasurer of A. B. Bryan's Sunday School CI
Chaplain. Critic. Calhoun Literary Society: \
President I^aurens County Club; Senior Straig
Agricultural Society.
TeaGUE. by the great power of inheritance, is kn
lo everyone in school as "Finger." "Finger's
disposition has won him many friends. He is alv
in a good humor. TeaGUE doesn't know the mea
of the word flunk—his record is as clear as his i
plexion. "Finger" is a lieutenant, and if his mil
figure and characteristic way of counting step do
get him a job in the army, he'll revolutionize far
in Laurens County.






"orporal ; Sergeant; Captain; Senior Private; Lieu-
tnt of Picked Company.
C AGRONOMY; Agricultural Society; Y. M. C. A.;
:rary Critic. Treasurer Columbian Literary So-
; Carlisle Bible Class; '09-' 10 Preps; Class Fool-
Class Track Team; "Firm."
Jabo!" We don't know what this name means,
it certainly contains strong adhesive qualities to the
e-named individual. "Jabo" is a good scout, an all -
' nd, good-natured, jolly fellow, with an inborn capac-
for making friends. This stalwart youth is so well
ed in affairs military that the Colonel graduated him,
gave his captaincy to one who needed the expe-
He hails from the realm of the Spartans.
A pipe, a farm, and a wife; these three






RICHARD SPIDLLL HOOD. Jr.
Sumter. S. C.
Corporal; Drum Major; Senior Private.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Sopho-
more Dancing Club; Secretary and Treasurer Sopho-
more Class; Co-operative Committee 12, 13; Presi-
dent Junior Dancing Club; Vice-President Senior
Dancing Club; Glee Club '1.1, '12. '13. and Manager
'14: Commencement Marshal 1913: Vice-President
Junior Electrical Science Club; A. I. E. E.; House
of Mirth; Jolly Musical Comedy Company; Clemson
Minstrels; Clemson Quartet; German Club.
Dick's good looks, grace, and sunny disposition have
always made him a favorite with both sexes. He is
another of those mortals born to lead—not to serve.
Under the new regime, however, like others of us.
to him each week comes the notice for "gentleman s
exercise." His college successes will follow him
through life, making him a leader in his chosen pro-
fession—Electricity. Here's luck to the popular
"Sumterite."
"He has a bruin to think, a smile to encourage, and a
hand to execute"








Sergeant; Lieutenant and Adjutant.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Presi-
dent Pickens County Club; Junior Electrical Science
Club; Palmetto Literary Society; Debater Annual
Celebration '13, '14; Rifle Club "13; Y. M. C. A.;
A. I. E. E.
"Plato" is a great philosopher, and an oratorical
genius. He is of a very congenial nature, and never
fails to make friends. He is a good, consistent worker,
when "Poodle," his room-mate, will permit. "M. W.",
being barracks' electrician, is an incessant mender of
lights. His greatest failing is in the use of large, per-
plexing words. He is a great admirer of the fair sex.
His ambition is to settle down in some quiet spot that
he can call home.
"To him for whom light shines,





Oar W<m«N' ON HE
WUEJJ IT COMES
To eLECTRiOTY !
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY; Sophomore, JurJ
and Senior Dancing Clubs; Junior Hop Committ.
Agricultural Society; Calhoun Literary Soci^
Chronicle Staff; Senior Bulls; Senior Privates.
"Bush," simply "Bush" or "Jack," a "gamecqi
lad, happened into Clemson from—the letters lndiJI
Remberts. "Jack" is one of the "good scouts"; fori
takes the world as it comes, and is thought highly o|
everyone. His ability to make friends will cause
to make a success of life. Though he claims memfl
ship, he is not devoted to the teachings of the "Bl
elors' Society." Chief fault—lover of the "Colo?
"A man worth while is a man thai can smile fl
everything goes dead wrong'"
-^s.




"- TEXTILE; Old Preps.; Jas. H. Carlisle Sunday
:* nool Class.
'Bob" hails from the City of Wellford, S. C. His
ends, thinking that the roar of machinery would stop
talkativeness, persuaded him to join the Textiles, to
iich bunch he has remained true ever since. By his
eeable disposition, "Bob" has won quite an enviable
>utation among the boys, and his many friends wish




'Silent when glad; affectionate, though shy'
Cw mueo 17 ulrcnl
vioi^t ens wit* i
i* ultw oe/w* ens
Now i'u. ivhoe rt#rr|





CIVIL ENGINEERING; Class Football 'II; Var-
sity Football '12, '13, '14; Coach Junior Class Cham-
pions '13; Coach Freshman Class Team '14; Y. M. C.
A.; Calhoun Literary Society; Debater Annual Cele-
bration; President Greenville County Club; Junior and
Senior Dancing Clubs; Class Chaplain; Vice-President
Block "C" Club.
The success of this youth from the Mountain City is
remarkable. "JiMMIE James," unlike his namesake,
won his fame in open combat. Many are the gridiron
warriors who have felt Jimmie's fierce onslaught. His
talents are unlimited. He was Hobo's star rodman,
Colonel's chief engineer, the "Rats'
" terror, and a
"good fellow" to everyone else. He soon discovered
the shortest distance between two points, and that slowly
moving machines last the longest. His greatest ambition
is to get a line on Savage (S. C.)





., T-— =, >»/ '< A?7
FRANK JOHNSTONE JERVEY
Charleston, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; First Sergeant; Captain.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Class
Football '13; Assistant Cheer Leader; Athletic Editor
Tiger; Chairman A. I. E. E.; Treasurer Junior Elec-
trical Science Club; Sophomore and Junior Dancing
Clubs; Secretary and Treasurer Senior Dancing Club;
Cotillion Club; House of Mirth; Round Dozen; Bach-
elors' Society; R. W. Simpson Medal; Picked Com-
pany '11, '12, '13. '14; Y. M. C. A.
As "Frank," "Sam." "Sarge," "Ram." was
"hoboing" his way from the "Bottry." en route to
Atlanta, one dark night in the Fall of 1910, he was
kicked off the "caboose" near Seneca trestle for not
dividing his "Bud" with the brakeman. After wander-
ing in the dark forests, he finally landed at Clemson
College. Thenceforth he has been "one of the boys.
'
How he succeeded in deceiving the Colonel into be-
lieving that he was conscientious, we have never been
able to determine.
"Loyal-hearied. strong of mind,
A finer boy nowhere you'll find"
CHEMISTRY; Chemistry Club '13.
Dancing Club; Agricultural Society; Y.
Bible Class Leader; Literary Critic and Vice-Presidd
Palmetto Literary Society: Florence County Club.
Although small in size. "Rastls" has a large cap?
ity. Test-tubes, atoms, molecules, acids, and chem
equations all s>t up and take notice when he is aTOul
Rastus is not a straight chemist, however, being
great worker for agriculture. He takes especial inte
in the organization of Boys' Corn Clubs, and Gij
Tomato Clubs—the latter particularly. Unless
changes his mind, we may expect to find this das
youth garly pulling the agricultural bellcord. or
haps drowsily settled on the Pee Dee Experiment 3
tion.
'Eureka ! I have found il"
- -fa Tv«s Gte»eflt
- . - | I "V.
IT IMC Tt»6 ferPEJSo*.
3 Ws>es, »*Bi8 NcbThs
Tb «©ar rr CTicn
IV-l Ce UP To UHB&O]
AMD 5«>» TXeSE_




Waverly Mills, S. C.
Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Y. M.
A.; Publication Committee A. I. E. E.
Jm '"Bill" is known by his modest nature and congenial
;' '^position, which has won him many friends. His many
•
'<sits to the postoffice go to show that he is very popular
ll s <th the "fair sex." Really he is in love with some
indole damsel. "Willie" is a typical representative of
tit marshy locality near Georgetown; and we predict
r him great fame in teaching his community how to
ow rice and capture ducks with applied electricity."
'A resolution should be fulfilled at any cosl-









Ben is indeed an efficient "Lever" in the uplift of
the "lemon-squeezer" class. His favorite expression is
"light 'em up," but the Rats' testimony is that he
never lights anything except his old barnyard meer-
schaum. His room-mate accuses him of being a lover,
to which he has plead guilty. Ben has spent his time
while at Clemson teaching Swine what chemistry is(?)
No doubt you will hear more of this "Lever" in the
uplift of the textile industry.
"One thing at a lime is loo much for any man to do"
ALEX PAYNE LEWIS
Clemson College, S. C.
D. D. C.
AGRONOMY; Agricultural Society; "C" Club;
Captain Freshman Football Team; Varsity Football
'11, '12; Assistant Manager Track Team '12, '13;
Manager Track Team '14; Varsity Track Team 'II,
'12, '13, '14; Mile Record S. I. A. A. and A. A. U.
'11, '12; Basket-ball Team '14; Cotillion Club.
"Brock" began his college career as a D. D. C,
and would have continued so had not the Colonel found
him a room in barracks, commonly known as the
"Annex." He is one of the best all-round athletes in
College, having S. I. A. A. records, block "C's," and
medals to give away. After graduating, "Brock" in-
tends migrating to the Philhpine Islands, for the pur-
pose of teaching the inhabitants the economic value of
an agricultural education.




AGRONOMY; Secretary. Literary Critic, Vice-f
President, President Columbian Literary Society;
Declaimers' Medal '12; Debaters' Medal '14; Business(|
Manager Chronicle; Annual Staff; President Agricul-
tural Society; Senior Straights; Assistant Manager Foot'
ball '13; Historian Athletic Association '14; Class Poe
'13, "14; Ring Committee; Y. M. C. A.; "Firm."
"Jim" is liked by all with whom he comes in con-j
tact. He is never happier than when he gathers hi*
"wives" about him, and tells them of Florence. 1i\
"JlM," Florence is the metropolis of the South. On th
whole, however, "Jim" is a well-balanced young man
His class record is to be envied, and he is a businesi
man and public speaker of no mean ability. We pr
diet for him a brilliant future.





First Sergeant; Captain; Major.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Editor-
\ f *-Chief Taps '14; Secretary '13, Treasurer and Presi-
ent Palmetto Literary Society '14; Y. M. C. A.
abinet '13, '14; Secretary A. I. E. E. '14; Editor
'. M. C. A. '13-' 14 Handbook; Presiding Officer
College Night '13, '14; Recording Secretary S. C. I.
,). A. '14; Exchange Editor Chronicle '13; Scrub
ootball '13, '14; Class Football '12, '13; Class His-
orian 13; Junior Co-operative Committee; Kansas
City Delegate '14; Marshal Society Celebration '13,
• 4; Tiger Reporter '11; Class Track Team '12;
*unior Electrical Science Club.
Can you imagine a conglomeration of "Canny Scot
jlrrd "Charleston Botlry" in one small specimen of the
venus homo? Then you have a life picture of "Mac.
lie must be terrible, you say? Why no, he's not
lore than half bad, except insomuch as he is most
Silitary of the military, wittiest of the witty, wisest of
\'e P ne wise, etc. But laying all jokes aside, our appre-
iation of "Mac" is shown by the fact that he received
le unanimous endorsement of his classmates as being
jest qualified to edit the "Taps of 1914."




Sergeant; Captain; Senior Private.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Edge-
field County Club.
Stand aside, fellows; here comes strongarm "MlKE.
When he looks mean, we stand in awe of him; but
when he is sobered, he will answer to the name of
"Mary." Mary has gained many friends in college
by his kindness and generosity. He is also admired by
the girls. His love for high art, and his fund of
common sense, will no doubt make him a first-class
Electrical Engineer. His chief object in early life is
matrimony.
"Seven men on a dead man's chest; Yo Ho! and a
bottle of rum




AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY; Sopho-
more, Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs; Richland
County Club '12; Columbia City Club '13; Chemistry
Club '13, '14; Agricultural Society; Calhoun Literary
Society.
"Mc" is a typical Scotch-Irishman. His ready wit
and congenial nature always make him a favorite of
those who know him. He is a great military genius,
and a ladies' man of some note. Chemistry is his
hobby, and his favorite experiment is "The Determina-
tion of the Colonel's Forbearance With a 'Deadbeat'."
He never does any work more strenuous than sleeping,
or more serious than that of building air-castles. His
ambition is to abolish all forms of discipline.
"A good name is better than great riches ;




CIVIL ENGINEER; Sophomore Dancing Club;
Secretary and Treasurer Junior Dancing Club; Senior
Dancing Club; House of Mirth; "No-'Count Nine."
Class Football 13; Commencement Marshal '13;
Cotillion Club.
"Bill" decided to become a "hobo," and came
Clemsonward to train. Following instructions closely,
he has obtained permission from the Chief of Hoboes to
view the world through a transit. "Bill" is a jolly
good fellow. He says he is no ladies' man; but if we
ever see him down in the mouth we know there's some-
thing wrong with the mail. "Bill" has a remarkable
store of ability, and we expect to hear of his great
engineering feats in the near future.











Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; First Lieutenant.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Track
•iquad '12 and '13; Scrub Basket-ball '13, '14; A. I.
^. E. '13, '14; Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Dancing
'lubs; Hop Committee '13; Cotillion Club.
* Did you ever hear of a Soph Rat? Well, "Doc"
Vas one of those things, coming to us from Furman
;
nd he has had no desire since to return. He may not
<le a Stienmetz, but "Crip" is going to be proud of him.
fe hopes to enlighten the professors at Cornell as to
hat he doesn't know about Electricity. In the future.
i'e are certain to hear from him in Raleigh, as chief
llectrician at St. Mary's.
"My name is Morgan; but it ain't J. P.!'
JOHN GEORGE OETZEL
Union, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Class
Football '13; Chief of Art Staff "Taps, "14"; Senior
Ring Committee; A. I. E. E. ; Round Dozen.
"George" is the champion "non-noise" producer of
the Class. He takes things as they come, and usually
makes the most of them. He has the happy knack of
learning anything he wants to, with little trouble.
"George" is a good clean fellow, and is admired by
all of his associates. He is one of the few Senior Pri-
vates who didn't "pound" off a bunch of extras. His
record is one to be proud of, and we predict for him
a bright future in Electrical work.
"Si/ence is the perfeciest herald of joy;








ENTOMOLOGY; Agricultural Society; Editor-in-
Chief Agricultural Journal; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet;
Business Manager Handbook; Glee Club; President,
Recording Secretary, Reporting Critic, Declaimer
Columbian Literary Society; Vice-President, Secretary-
Treasurer Carlisle Bible Class; Junior, Senior Dancing
Clubs; Class Football; Scrub Football; Varsity Foot-
ball '13, '14; Block "C" Club; Scrub Baseball; Staff






theto shining in his own corner
runs "A" Company without
favor, for he loves a square deal. He is an athlete,
a fair writer and editor, a serviceable Society man, a
very good student, and an authority on bugs. We have
seen him smoke, and we have heard him cuss, but we
have never seen the time when he wouldn t tote fair.
"Jo" will bum the Klondike.
"Cod grant you find one face, lad.
You loved when all ivas young"
fl«cy r»«i




St. Matthews, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; Lieutenant Quartermaster anc
Commissary; Lieutenant and Adjutant.
CIVIL ENGINEERING; Varsity Track '12
Rifle Club '12, '13; Palmetto Literary Society; Y. M
C. A.; Calhoun County Club.
St. Matthews lost a fine citizen when little "PEARL'i
came to these sticks. He arrived in January, 1911, an
his beautiful color attracted many "old boys," all we
armed for the extermination of Rats. After succesi
fully passing through this stage of his career, he began
correspondence course on "The Art of Love Making
which he has just completed. "Pearly's" life will 1
spent in improving the canals of Mars.





Sergeant; Lieutenant Commissary and Quartermaster.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Sopho-
iore, Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs; A. I. E. E.;
tound Dozen.
Another "product" of Columbia. "Bill" arrived at
lemson September 10, 1911, and the fun began lmme-
ialely. His ready wit caused much laughter, and
ILL—er—some pain. William's chief delight is to
filiate Caruso, in a rendition of some of Berlin's
lapsodies. "Bill" started in as a "Sophomore Rat,"
ider the great handicap of a year's back work; but
is able youth overcame his handicap, and graduated
ith colors flying. We think "Bill" will soon be
cognized as South Carolina's leading electrical con-
actor.
"Begone my cares, I g'.ve you to the jvinds!"
ELIAS HARDIN PRESSLEY
Chester, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; First Sergeant; Major; Captain.
AGRONOMY; Secretary, Treasurer Class '14;
Vice-President Class '13; Assistant Manager Baseball
'13; Manager Baseball '14; Class Football '12; Varsity
Football '13, '14; Literary Staff Annual; Chief Liter-
ary Editor Tiger; Commencement Marshal 13; Glee
Club 'II, '12, '13; Agricultural Society; President
Agricultural Straights; Assistant Coach Junior Team
'14; Block "C" Club; Y. M. C. A.; "Firm."
"Buck" is a remarkable individual. This jovial
mixer, who landed here in September, 1910, soon had
a number of friends; so we are not surprised to find
that he holds many honors. He is also a loyal son of
Clemson, and ably has he fought for her in many
gridiron battles. "Buck" stands high in Class honors,
is a student of marked ability, and is a successful man-
ager. From his consistency of purpose, energy, and
endurance, he will make a success of life.
"A laugh is Worth a hundred groans in any marvel"








AGRONOMY; Agricultural Society; President
Fairfield County Club.
"Doc," or "Walter," hails from the Longtown sec-
tion of the famous "briar-patch" of Fairfield County.
"Doc" is a product of the fairest field of his county.
He received his early education, which in all probability
was very limited, at the Longtown High School. Desir-
ing to fit himself to become one of Fairfield's progressive
farmers, he came to Clemson in '10. He is in every
sense a military genius, a ladies' man, and some talker.
We predict a bright future for him.
'His besetting temptation is to hear, and not to speal('
Crporal; First Sergeant; Senior Private.
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY; Sopho,
more, Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs; Agriculture
Society; Agricultural Journal Staff; House of MirtM
German Club.
"Chicken," as he is known to the public, emanate,
from the Edisto swamps. He can talk well on ant
subject, whether he knows anything about it or noft
but he devotes most of his time to the investigations rl
garding the exact chemical nature of sleep. His modi*
is "To love all the ladies possible, but never more ihi'M
one in the same place." He has made quite a reputatuil
as a chemist; but after graduation he will probably
to the wilds of Georgia, and try to forget it all.








AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY; Palmetto
terary Society; Vice-President Clarendon County
ub; Agricultural Society; Chemistry Club.
"DlCK," the guy that put "Man" in Manning, is an-
ler member of the "Dickey" aggregation, and is a
eat believer in atoms and molecules. As Caesar said,
Jeware of slim men, because they think much"; and
s is true of Dick. It is seldom he gives his views,
t when he speaks it is something worthy of con-
leration. He is a good fellow, and never fails to
ike friends.





Corporal; Sergeant; Color Sergeant; Lieutenant;
Captain.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Class
Football 'II, '12, '13; Treasurer A. I. E. E.; Round
Dozen; House of Mirth; Sophomore, Junior, and
Senior Dancing Club; Junior Electrical Science Club;
Commencement Marshal '13; President Bachelors' So-
ciety '14; Cotillion Club.
In the Fall of 09, a happy-go-lucky-looking fellow,
hands in pockets, and a broad grin on his face, came
sailing in from the "Bottry." Instinctively we realized
that this was the boy we wanted to call "pal"; a boy
who could sail through the rough waters ahead of us
with a smiling face. "Bobby" is a fellow that men
call a man. The same qualities that have carried him
through here, cannot help but make the future look
even brighter.
"Our various cares in one great point combine.






Sergeant: Second Lieutenant; First Lieutenant
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Y. M. C.
A.; A. I. E. E. '13 and '14; Bible Class Leader.
Theo was born near the historical church of Indian-
town, in 1892. He decided early in life to shock some-
one; so he came to Clemson in 10, and began the
study of Electricity, that he might accomplish this end.
"T. B." is the guy that put the water in Waterman's
Fountain Pens. He has been successful since he en-
tered, especially in the pen business. If he doesn t make
an electrical success in the future, we will be shocked.
'It is better to have loved and lost, than never to have
loved at all"
Sergeant ; Lieutenant and Quartermaster.
CHEMISTRY; Junior Dancing Club; Senior Dafl
ing Club; Freshman Tennis Club; Junior CheffiiB
Club; Senior Chemical Club.
BEST W-K-eJfiasT E»OU<i«
"King" is an energetic, faithful, and able youth
devours in great gobs all that learning offers him.
enjoys life to its fullest, leaving dull care for t
who have not the ability to elude it. Should he es
the toils of the "more deadly sex." toward which
even now fear he is trending, he will probably e
into research work, and even perhaps give us that rr
desired consummation—an analvsis of "DlCKIE.
"We ourselves create the beauty in vhich v>e In.
AUGUST EDWARD SCHILLETTER




Among the many famous men who claim Anderson,
C, as their birthplace, "Gussie" stands prominent.
t
s many friends admire him because of his congenial
Jure, and because, at all times, he is always the same.
USSlE's" ability to take things as they are is one of
most noticeable characteristics. His many friends
diet for him a most successful career. "Gussie"







'Every man stamps his otun Value upon himself"
^-^ILLIAM ALBERT SCHILLETTER
Clemson College, S. C.
D. D. C.
AGRONOMY; Agricultural Society; Senior
Straights; Captain Prep. Football Team '09; Scrub
Football '10; Varsity Football 'II, '12, and '13; All-
Southern Tackle '13; Captain-elect Football '14; Block
"C" Club; "Firm."
"Shorty," or "Bill," was born at Clemson, which
in itself is bad enough; but, to make matters worse, he
actually pleads guilty to the charge. By his hard work,
"Shorty" has made quite an enviable record for him-
self, both in the classroom and on the athletic field. His
friendly smile makes friends for him wherever he goes.
"Shorty's" greatest ambition is to return to Clemson
and coach the team that will beat Georgia Tech.
"You may become whatever you resolve to be"
M\)4T 6E- swe-M





Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant and Chief
Musician.
TEXTILE; Director Clemson College Concert
Band; Director of Orchestra; President Anderson
County Club; Vice-President Calhoun Literary So-
ciety; Member of Student Press Association; Director
of Sunday School Choir; Big Four Textile Club.
Smith, more commonly known as "HOMER," hails
from Anderson, S. C. He has become famous around
Clemson as a bass and baritone player. "Homer" is
very bright in his studies, and is also very fond of tell-
ing jokes. He has made many lifelong friends at Clem-
son, and the height of our ambition is to see him some
day at the head of some big cotton mill, or director of
some famous orchestra.
"Friends, countrymen, lend me your ears"
WILLIAM THOMAS PRUETT SPROTT
Foreston, S. C.
Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain; Second Lieute*
ant.
CHEMISTRY; Recording Secretary Columbian L
erary Society; Treasurer Clarendon County Club; Me*j
ber Senior Privates.
"Major," or "Alphabet," is one of the fair pre
ucts of Foreston. He began his career at Clemi
with the Class of '13; but after considering the proba
unluckiness of such a numeral he graduated into
Class of '14. "Alphabet" has had military asp
tions a-plenty, but the losing of that beloved captan
carried all hope of future glory with it. But "Maj(|
had his fling, and goes down as among those whom
|
gods destroyed. Although modest, the lad is quite
admirer of the fair sex, and has even been accused
dopeir.g them on poetry—which he denies.
"That man is rich Tvho £non>s the things
He ought to {(note Tvhen he needs to £non> i/>ernl
ALAN GRIFFITH STANFORD
Charleston, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Sopho-
•re Dancing Club; Junior Dancing Club; Senior
ncing Club; A. I. E. E.; "Holy Trinity Bible
iiss"; House of Mirth; Cotillion Club.
^re we have a "good 'un" for fair! "Stan" hails
m dear old Charleston. He has three things to be
md of, viz.: his being one of the best draughtsmen
the Senior Class, one of the handsomest men in
,ool, and his graceful dancing. "Stan" has revolu-
nzed the world lately in his efficient methods of
.irship, specializing in the art of "boning." Great is
J future, and here's the best of luck to him!
*i
'Tis easy enough to be pleasant.
When life reels by /r'£e a song.
But the man worth rehile is the man with a smile







AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY; Y. M.
C. A.; Sophomore Class Poet; Sophomore, Junior, and
Senior Dancing Clubs; Sub-Varsity Football 'II; Scrub
'12; Class Team '11, '12, '13; Cheer Leader; Adver-
tising Manager Tiger; Senior Class Co-operative Com-
mittee; Glee Club; Cotillion Club.
Herbert, or "Jock," from the "City by the Sea,"
blew into Clemson during the middle ages. JOCK is
a jolly good boy, who is thought highly of by everyone.
He has a particular fancy to a certain word, Jane:
What can it mean? HERBERT is a lover of romance,
poetry, and song. Another of his favorites is "Snook-
ums." His great ability to make friends will make him
famous, and his friendly manner makes him one of
the happiest persons that ever fooled the "Colonel.
"Nothing is either good or evil unless thinking ma^es it
so"





ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Treas-
urer. Corresponding Secretary, Vice- President Calhoun
Literary Society; A. 1. E. E.; Y. M. C. A.; Scrub
Football "12; Scrub Baseball "12; Class Football '11.
'12. '13.
"C. C", "Steve," or "Charlie." considerably
lowered the percentage of population at Mountville by
coming to Clemson in 10. He grew so tall that he out-
grew his love for "Mike" and the farm, and cast his
lot with the Electricals. If his ability to do be as
great as his ability to stick, we promise him great suc-
cess. He never writes(?). yet letters come to him
from all points of the compass; generally from "Due
West."
"Give me mp tvorlf ; ivhal's a lady to one so grave as I?"
"-Theodore wilbur thornhill
SUMMERVILLE. S. C.
Corporal; Quartermaster-Sergeant; Captain and|
Quartermaster
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; A. I. E
E.; Class Football 'II. '12, '13; Scrub Football 'II
'12; Tiger Reporter 'II; Business Manager 7~iger '14
Junior Electrical Science Club; President Sophomor
Dancing Club; Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs
Round Dozen; Picked Company '12, '14; Ring Com
miltee; German Club.
"Buddy" originated in Summerville, but has existe^
a great part of his life in Charleston. This lad is
compound of energy, common sense, and hot air. I
athletics, although light, he did a man's work. In th
classroom, and upon the Tiger, we find proof of h
book and common sense. On trips, in Literary Soc«
ties, and during his every awake moment, a blind mal
could detect his principal talent. "Bull." "Buddy" v.
good companion, a hard lover, and a game loser.
"He can be wooed and won. ladies, by cooing at hi
AN HONBST
Confession 'S Good
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DARCY DAVID TINSLEY
White Stone, S. C.
>ergeanl; Second Lieutenant; First Lieutenant.
LECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL; Bible
^ss; Columbian Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.
it a special session, the City Council of White
le finally decided to send D'Arcy to Clemson. His
^ng stunts in the gym soon won for him the title of
BEDEVIL." By his art of candy making, and his
al disposition, he has won many friends. Regard-
of his aversion for reveille, a military life has
jjaled strongly to him. If "Daredevil" does not
,-t. and go to the Phillipines, we predict for him a
successful career as an Electrical Engineer.
"A dollar in the purse is worth tmo in credit"
JAMES ROGERS TODD
Due West, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; Lieutenant.
ENTOMOLOGY; Agricultural Society;
Club; Abbeville County Club; Y. M. C. A.;
Class Leader; Student Press Association.
Rifle
Bible
In perfect, spotless, faultless, unblemished Due \\ est.
did "Jimmie" discover the world. With the rest of us.
he entered Clemson in 1910. Although with the Elec-
tricals the first year, he changed in his second to become
trained in the science of insects. JlM treats everyone
fairly, has no enemies, always attends roll calls, and
stands well with his teachers; especially those of Math,
and Chemistry. We predict for him many friends, and
success in the future.
'Improve each moment as it flies
rr"WASf A PEHCH?- TVeV i*lMT \
<J(*e UP To YEN CENTS YET )
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Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.
Palmetto
"Prussia" hails from the moonshine district of the
Carolinas. His favorite beverage before coming to
Clemson was cornjuice, but now he longs only for the
ancient "worm." When this fair lad reached Clem-
son, he was rather shy, and the boys had a lime taming
him. Now, he even attempts to write love epistles.
"Prussia's" pet ambition is to manage a great ranch in
Mexico.
'Hap or hap not, there's no other way
AUDLEY HOFFMAN WARD
TlMMONSVILLE, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Senior Private.
AGRONOMY; Recording Secretary, C
Literary Critic, Vice-President, President Pain
Literary Society; Declaimer Annual Celebration
Orator's Medal Annual Celebration '14; Secre
Vice-President Y. M. C. A.; Chairman Bible SI
Committee; Tiger Staff '14; Chronicle Staff
Agricultural Journal Staff '14; Varsity Track '10
'12, '13; S. I. A. A. Record for Half-mile '11,
Assistant Manager Track Team '13; Captain T
Team '14; Varsity Basket-baH '12, '13; Block
Club; Agricultural Society; "Firm."
"Audley" entered Clemson with the Prep. Cla!
'10. From that time on, he has steadily advanced
in his class work and in college life; and be it
|
that none of his honors have in any way made hj
less good pal. "Audley" is one of the best exarj
of stick-to-it-iveness of which the Class boasts,
does not get the matrimonial bee in his bonnet, h
be one of the leading bachelor farmers of the St
"True as the needle to the pole, or the dial to the \
r '
J^miM^x^^/^3
JAMES HADDON SLOAN WELLS
White Stone, S. C.
Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Senior Private.
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY; Agricul-
iral Society; Y. M. C. A.; Chemistry Club; Palmetto
,
^..iterary Society.
"Queen" entered college greatly handicapped, bring-
ig with him a reputation for great depth and dignity,
le soon lived this down, however, and now stands in
is true light. Judging from his soulful eyes, he is a
oet; and doubtless this would be the case, if, in his
.ophomore year, he had not suffered a severe attack of
pickybetia." from which he has never fully recovered.
is near wit and antiquated jokes have won him many
,:





"Do not v>al(e me; I am dreaming
WILLIAM BEATTIE WILKERSON
Hickory Grove, S. C.
Second Lieutenant and Principal Musician.
AGRONOMY: Annual Staff; Tiger Staff; Y. M.
C. A. Choir "13, '14; Director Glee Club '13, '14;
Recording Secretary, Literary Critic, President Cal-
houn Literary Society; Orator Annual Celebration;
Agricultural Society; Student Press Association; Y.
M. C. A. Cabinet; Manager Orchestra; President York
County Club; Agricultural Straights.
"BEATTIE," who claims Hickory Grove as his briar
patch, joined the present 14 Class as a Sophomore.
BEATTIE is a hard-working young man. and is identified
with a great many phases of College activity. He is a
forceful speaker, and an accomplished musician; also.
he is very fond of "bull-juice" (gravy) and "taters."
We predict for him a successful career as a prominent
farm manager.
"For every act of kindne:s there comes oceans of joy
> oote. TVcec «» tit I
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JOHN WIGHTMAN WILLIS^
Saluda. S. C.
CorDoral ; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
AGRONOMY; Member of Agricultural Society:
Saluda County Club; Carlisle Bible Class.
"BLOSSOM." as he is best known to his friends, hails
from the wild and romantic hills of Saluda. If he had
taken an engineering course, he would have built a rail-
road through Saluda; but agriculture has changed his
path in life, and he will probably become an expert
soil analyst. Like Shakespeare, "Blossom" is espe-
cially attached to the scenery around his native town.
Saluda possesses other attractions for him. chief of which
is the fair sex.
"Cive me a nice country home, a piano, and a—and
the world is mine!"
JOSEPH THEODORE WITHERSPOON
Mayesvjlle, S. C.
Corporal; Sergeant: Senior Private.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY; Y. M. C. A.; Sect
Marcher.
Mayesville will always remember December
1892; for unto it, that day. was born Joseph Theodc
WlTHERSPOON. He is a worthy scion of a noted ti
"Spoon" first donned the uniform in 1909; but, be;
superstitious, he waited until '14 to graduate. I
greatest ambition is to crack two jokes at the same tirt
He bids fair to become the editor of "Life," "Judg
or "Puclf"; if he does not, he will become noted a;
livestock breeder.







AGRONOMY; Agricultural Society; Agronomy
ib; "Firm."
I
'You may call him "BlLLlE," "Mouse," or the com-
alion, and it is all the same. "Mouse Billie" hails
m Greer, S. C, and that city is indeed fortunate in
ing such a remarkable individual to represent her.
Iouse's" highest ambition is to be a farmer, and to
r a football eleven for the sole purpose of beating
orgia Tech. The Class of '14 wish him godspeed.
on I worry about your morl? ; do what you can, lei





Corporal; Sergeant-Major; Lieutenant; Captain.
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY; Sopho-
more, Junior, Senior Dancing Clubs; Agricultural
Society; Chemistry Club '13, '14; Tiger Staff '14;
German Club.
Four years have passed, and many great chemical
works appear. TheraN entered his great career in
1910. Since then he has had many troubles; sporting,
boning, loving, appendicitis, and graduation; but he
has not stopped yet. The Hutsons were not crossed,
hence his military career. He claims that unless all
the atmosphere is consumed in the making, his hot air
process of nitrogen extraction will be a boon to the
farmers. He is a hard worker, and is sure to gain
'Beware the Suffragette!




EAR after year has taken flight
Till now they number four.
Since through Clemson's open door
We passed. A new, a strange delight
Did thrill us then, and make us fight
For something on before.
But trials have come, as come they will.
And thin our ranks have grown.
Each year from us were torn
Dear classmates one by one; but still
We rally 'round, and with a thrill
Yet find we are our own.
Dear classmates, through life's shifting ways,
Remember Clemson still.
Her every dale and hill.
May our happy college days
Be a gentle memory whose rays
Will light and cheer at will.
The future bids us rise and go;
We cannot linger here.
Though it be very dear.
On to the fight, nor dread the throe.
But ever through experience grow





Hon. ALAN JOHNSTONE, President Newberry, Newberry County
CONGRESSMAN A. F. LEVER Lexington, Lexington County
Senator B. R. Tillman.. Trenton, Edgefield County
Hon. M. L. DONALDSON Greenville, Greenville County
Hon. J. E. WannamaKER... St. Matthews, Calhoun County
HON. W. W. BRADLEY Abbeville, Abbeville County
Hon. R. I. Manning Sumter, Sumter County
TERM EXPIRES 1916
E. T. HUGHES — Marion, Marion County
S. T. McKEOWN Cornwell, Chester County
R. H. TlMMERMAN Batesburg, Lexington County
TERM EXPIRES 1918
IVY M. MaULDIN - Pickens, Pickens County
W. D. GARRISON The Farms, Charleston County
J. J. EVANS Cheraw, Chesterfield County
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Charles Manning Furman, A.B Professor Emeritus of English
David Wistar Daniel, A.M Professor of English




Mark Edward Bradley, A.B Assistant Professor of English
Frank Frederick Covington, Jr., A.B., A.M Instructor in English
George Milton Crum, A. B Instructor in English
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT
Lawrence Andrew Sease, B. S.
Headmaster of Preparatory Department; Assistant Professor of English
Benjamin Johnston Wells, L. I., A. B Instructor Preparatory Class
MATHEMATICS DIVISION
Samuel Maner Martin, B. S. Professor of Mathematics
AUGUSTUS G. SHANKLIN. B. S. Associate Professor of Mathematics
Joseph Everett Hunter, B. S Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Burr Harrison Johnston, A. B Assistant Professor of Mathematics
ANDREW BRAMLETT, B.S Assistant Professor of Mathematics
DIVISION OF HISTORY. ECONOMICS. AND SOCIOLOGY
William Shannon Morrison, A.B Professor of History, Economics, and Sociology
Alester Garden Holmes, B.S Assistant Professor of History
+
PHYSICS DIVISION
Thomas Grayson Poats, M.E., E.E Professor of Physics
William Eugene Speas. A. B., A. M. ... Instructor in Physics
IJ}i-4 TAPS
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Joseph Nelson Harper, B.S., M.Agr.
director
Agricultural department
Joeph Nelson Harper, B. S., M. Agr.




Fred Harvey Hall Calhoun, Ph.D.
Vice-Director of Department; Professor of Geology and Mineralogy
Charles Carter Newman, B. S ..Professor of Horticulture
M. Ray Powers, D. V. S Professor of Veterinary Science
Henry Walter Barre, B. S., M. A Professor of Botany and Bacteriology
Albert Frederick Conradi, B.S.A., M.S. ..Professor of Entomology and Zoology
Washington LaFayette Hutchinson, M.S Professor of Agronomy
Raymond Lee Shields, B.S.A. Professor of Animal Husbandry and Dairying
T. E. KEITT, B.S Professor of Soils
Junius Milton Burgess, B.S Associate Professor of Dairying
F. M. ROLFS, M.S., Ph.D Associate Professor of Botany and Bacteriology
F. J. CRIDER, M.S. Associate Professor of Horticulture
Olin Mitchell Clark, B.S Assistant Professor of Agronomy
Robert Oliver Feeley, D.V.S.. ...Assistant State Veterinarian
R. B. Lowry, B.S Assistant in Agronomy and Farm Machinery
W. A. THOMAS, B.S Assistant Professor of Entomology and Zoology
D. B. RosENCRANS, A.B.. Assistant in Botany and Bacteriology
M. L. QuiGLEY Assistant State Veterinarian
W. A. BARNETT, D.V.M.... Assistant State Veterinarian
BURNS GlLLISON ...Superintendent of Experiment Station Farm
Miss Helen E. Bradford Stenographer
Miss Julia A. Hook Mailing Clerk
W. E. BOWERS, B.S Assistant to Director
J. L. SEAL, B.S... Graduate Student Assistant in Botany
IV 1^ TAPS
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&outf) Carolina Agricultural experiment Station
Joseph Nelson Harper, M.S.A Director and Agronomist
Charles Carter Newman, B.S Horticulturist
Henry Walter Barre, M.S. Botanist and Plant Pathologist
Albert Frederick Conradi, M.S., B.Agr Entomologist
Thomas Ellison Keitt, B.S Chemist
Raymond Lee Shields, B.S Animal Husbandman
M. Ray POWERS, D.V.S Consulting Veterinarian
W. L. HUTCHINSON, M.S .....Associate Agronomist
F. M. ROLFS, Ph.D.... Associate Boianist and Plant Pathologist
F. J. CRIDER, M.S - -- Associate Horticulturist
O. M. CLARK, B.S Assistant in Agronomy
W. A. THOMAS/ B.S - Assistant Entomologist
W. B. AULL, B.S ... Assistant to Botanist
L. O. WATSON, B.S Experimental Field Pathologist
F. G. Tarbox, B.S Assistant in Agronomy
T. A. RoUSE, B.S.A... ... Assistant in Animal Husbandry
H. C. EAGERTON, B.S Experimental Field Entomologist
C. J. King, B.S. ..Assistant in Chemistry
J. A. GOODWIN, B.S Superintendent of Coast Station, Summerville,
S. C.
R. E. CURRIN. .Superintendent of Pee Dee Station. Florence, S. C.
K)I^J TAPS




Mark Bernard Hardin ...Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Richard Newman Brackett, A.B., Ph.D Professor of Chemistry
DAVID HlLL HENRY, B.Sc Associate Professor of Chemistry
John Harris Mitchell, M.S Assistant Professor of Chemistry
W. TuDOR PEARCE, M.S Acting Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Floyd Homer Edmister, M.S Instructor in Chemistry
Benjamin Freeman, B.S ..Assistant in Chemistry
ifji^t TAPS




Samuel Broadus Earle, A.M.. M.E.
Director of Department; Professor of Mechanical Department
Rudolph Edward Lee, B.S.
Professor of Drawing and Designing, and College Architect
Styles Trenton Howard, B.M.E Assistant Professor of Machine Shop Work
WlLLISTON WlGHTMAN K.LUGH, B.S. ..Assistant Professor of Drawing and Designing
JOHN WEEMS GANTT Assistant Professor of Forge and Foundry
William West Routten, B.S Assistant Professor of Woodwork
Mahlon Thomas Birch, B.S Instructor in Drawing
David Niven Harris, B.S Instructor in Drawing
Daniel Willis SYLVESTER Instructor in Forge and Foundry
Howard Lee PoTE Instructor in Woodwork
ELECTRICAL DIVISION
Frank. ToWNES DARGAN, M.S ...Professor of Electrical Engineering
Samuel R. Rhodes, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Hale Houston, C.E. Professor of Civil Engineering








Director of Department; Profesor of Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
CLAUDE WHITMAN MacSwain, B.S Assistant Professor of Weaving and Designing





E. H. PRESSLEY President
J. C. BARKSDALE Vice-President




















































W. T. P. Sprott
H. R. Stender



















































R. E. Cox.. Captain
W. F. BraWLEY First Lieutenant
G. H. BROWNE Second Lieutenant
MEMBERS
C. W. (Caesar) Baker
W. F. (Foots) Brawled
G. H. (Skeet) Browne
V. F. (Puss) Bryant
J. L. (Jule) Carson
J. G. (George) OETZEL
M. A. (Strawberry) DANTZLER
*C. E. (Smiley) DesChaMPS
*W. T. P. (Major) SPROTT
H. E. (Hec) Chambliss J. F. (Jabo) Harrison
R. E. (Gonni) Cox R. S. (Dick) Hood
J. B. (Joe) DOUTHIT
J. W. (Sook) Erwin
E. (Wreck) HANVEY
B. M. (Bush) Jackson
A. P. (Brock) Lewis
J. W. (Marv) McDonald
W. H. (Chicken) Rice
W. A. (Shorty) ScHILLETTER
A. E. (Little Shorty) ScHILLETTER
A. G. (Allan) Stanford






S. W. Hutto President
C. B. ILER Vice-President
W. J. HUNTER Secretary and Treasurer
D. E. SwiNEHARDT Historian
L. LeGrand Poet
K)I4 TAPS
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Junior Class flnstorp
N THE FALL of Nineteen Hundred and Eleven, four hundred hopeful but
trembling lads were unloaded as prospective sheepskin-holders for 1915.
As we must expect in the battle of life, ours was not a rose-strewn path,
and many fell by the roadside ere we reached our second year. But the ability and
perseverance that has characterized our Class has enabled us to reach our Junior year
with the largest enrollment of any Junior Class in the history of the College.
It is not only in quantity, but in quality as well, that our members have proved
themselves superior. There is one of us who towers above all (we call him "Mutt").
There are many whom we expect to see in later years occupying prominent places—per-
haps in dime museums. From present indications, we expect to find at least two military
genuises among us. Many may be noted riders, if we judge by youthful training. In-
deed, it has been said of us, "There never was another class like the Class of 1915."
Some have made the mistake of taking this as a doubtful compliment; there is no doubt
as to its real meaning.
To be serious again, we find our Class well represented in every line of college
work. We have men whom we expect to be prominent in the development of our State,
in the conservation of her resources, and in the cause of humanity. May it be the reso-
lution of every one of us, to become a man in the noblest sense of the word; to ever cherish
in his heart the memory of his Class; and never to do a thing that would reflect aught but




































































































































Junior electrical Science Club
MOTTO: "His Own Boys'
F. S. Barnes President




































Prof. F. T. Dargan Prof. S. R. Rhodes
3tmior Cibite
"Guy" Kennedy, R. G. .Chief
MEMBERS
"Walt" Bigby, W. A.
"Camp" Campsen, G. E.
"Doc" Caughman, K. G.
"Currie" Cureton, R. B.
"Pats" Kittles, E. G.
"Miss Peep" Peeples, J. W.
"Ric" RlCKENBAKER, D. M.
"Shep" Shepard. G. J.
"SWINE" SWINEHARDT, D. E.
"Wannie" Wannamaker, H. L.
HONORARY MEMBER

























UNNOMINATED, AND BY BALLOT
First
A. R. Boyd A
A. P. Lewis G
H. R. Stender E.
J. L. Carson F.
J. N. McBride D.
J. T. WlTHERSPOON H
F. H. McDonald H.
B. P. Barron, A. R. Boyd T.
J. L. Carson T.
R. S. Hood F.
A. H. Ward
J.
J. C. Barksdale, J. B. Douthit T.
F. H. McDonald J.
H. L. Parker R.
F. W. Brawley F.
E. H. Pressley F.
Second
. L. Edwins Most Military
H. Browne Most Athletic
H. Pressley Most Popular
H. McDonald Most Influential
K. Banks Smartest
L. Parker Wittiest
E. Chambliss, T. C. Haddon Most Capable
W. THORNHILL Neatest
W. THORNHILL Most Diplomatic
H. Robertson Handsomest
C. Barksdale Most Religious
W. THORNHILL Best Financier
L. Carson Best Writer
E. Cox Most Original
J. JERVEY Best Good-Fellow
W. Brawley, R. B. Ezell Best All-'Round Man
SAME, IN JEST
R. H. Reaves A. G. Stanford Worst Ladies' Man
A. P. Gandy I. W. ERW1N Worst Dancer
C. E. DesChamps R. E. Cox Biggest Liar
R. E. Cox D. K. Banks Biggest Swearer
R. S. Hood A. P. Gandy Biggest Bluffer
R. H. Reaves R. E. Cox Most Timid
W. A. Schilletter J. T. Woodward Lankiest
F. S. Johnston J. W. McDonald Bulkiest
B. M. James J. B. Douthit Biggest Crook
B. P. Barron D. D. Tinsley Cutest
J. W. McLure W. D. Wood Laziest
F. S. Johnston C. R. Emerson, W. L. Perry Ugliest
E. M. Byrd T. G. Harris Biggest Bonehead
W. H. Rice J. E. Berley Biggest Deadbeat
E. M. Byrd J. T. Woodward Biggest H. F.





T. E. Boone. .....President
J. M. Jackson. Vice-President
J. P. Harrall _ Secretary and Treasurer
E H. AGNEW Historian
ftistorp of tfje Class! of 1916
ON Wednesday, September 11, 1912, we began our College career as the Classof 16. We then numbered two hundred and ninety "Rats," and were as
"green" as you could well imagine. We have truly lived to learn. After
wandering, we have obeyed, worked, and learned, until now as Sophomores we stalk as
proudly as we dare. And well may we be proud; for on the athletic field, in the class-
room, and in the various other phases of College life, we have set standards that our
successors will do well to follow.
While greater responsibilities and probably harder duties await us in the future,
with these we naturally expect to come increasing pleasures and perhaps honors. We
have built an enviable reputation, and now we are determined to preserve it.
If it were not for being Juniors, we should willingly live over a year so full of
work and pleasure as this. May each of us do his part in keeping the history of the
Class bright for another two years, and may we make a record that will stimulate the


































































































































































































L. A. Page President
P. B. NELSON Vice-President




























































































































































































































































































GRAY, B r r M,

















expressions! 0ittn ftearb at Clemson
ON THE CAMPUS
T^gl \ AKE up! Wake up!
* m / ] hatc that
'"
^^^f "We're coming down,
'Shep,' old boy."
"Together! Together! Lower those
pieces gently!"
"Been to the postoffice?"
"Shoot a dope and egg."
"Ease us down, old boy."
IN CHAPEL
"The following Cadets report to 'The
Office' immediately after Chapel":
"This is er-er a remarkable individual."
"I don't know, but somehow, or some-
how—."
"As I have said before
—
"
"A-hem, a-hem; let us sing Hymn
88; 88."
"There have not been any changes in
the Mexican situation."
IN THE MESS-HALL
"Moving-picture show in the Y. M. C.
A. Hall immediately after supper; three
good reels.'
" Excused from confinements ten
minutes."
"Extras to be served today."




"Your dollar deposit on the Annual is
now due; pay* up in Room 138."
"—-—for he is known."
IN BARRACKS
"Rap, rap, rap. All right?"
"Yabbo! Run 'em!"
"Did you shoot 'Dickie'?"
IN THE CLASS-ROOM
"Well, sir! Well, sir! Is that a fair
test of your mental ability?"
"Just a few years ago—about two or
three million."
"Young gentlemen, if you do not get
anything else, please remember this!"
"History is the study of humanity."
"I will repeat this for the benefit of
those who did not hear."
"What is so rare as a day in June?"
"Go-to-the-bo-ards.
"
"Just as easy as falling off a log."
"I can lick any three in th' 'Prep'
Class."
"Will someone kindly wake up Mr.
y
<&nt=gear Agricultural Oaste
COLORS: Green and White MoTTO: "Farmers to be"
HOLLIDAY, F. G President
McELVEEN, A. V. Vice-President
Dargan, J. F Secretary and Treasurer
THORNELEY, E. M. Historian
Atkins, R. S. Herlong, J. D. Rivers, R.
Baxley, J. T. Jones. H. T. Robins, W. K.
Bearden, J. R. Ligon, J. R. Salley, O. J.
Belger, R. M. Locke, E. J. Seawright, J. A.
Blackmon, J. B. Long, J. E. Staley, E. I.
Brown, E. C. Lott, A. Sprotte, E. P.
Clayton, J. M. Malphurse, E. R. Stanley, V, B.
Campbell, T. M. Mann, D. C. Stuckey, F.
Fowler, W. W. Manley, J. T. Varn, M. B.
Furse, G. H. Mims, S. W. Vaughn, W. E.
Friday, T. A. McCall, J. S. Wallace, M. G.
Green, E. B. McClimon, H. T. Webb, J. S.
Hamer, R. R. McGowan, L. D. Weston, C. T.








R. B. EzELL Captain and Adjutant
T. W. THORNHILL Captain and Quartermaster
B. P. BARRON ..Captain and Commissary
P. H. SENN ...Sergeant-Major
G. E. GLOVER Quartermaster-Sergeant
R. N. Benjamin ] r ;,<?,„
E. H. Pate }












W. L. Perry Commissary



















H. L. Parker Captain
D. K. BANKS..! Firs/ Lieutenant
J. W. McLURE Second Lieutenant
W. A. BlGBY First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
\ m W"X w. B. Wannamaker W. A. TaylorWv
Miss Jennings
H. L. Wannamaker E. P. DuVernet
CORPORALS
sponsor
C. S. Anderson E. T. Woods
D. H. Banks J. T. Mallard
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S. C. Stribling T. H. Siddall
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F. H. Robertson Captain
C. C. Thornton First Lieutenant
B. R. LEVER Second Lieutenant
J. H. Trescott ...First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
R. P. Thornton D. D. Buyck
J. D. Jones W. D. Arthur
CORPORALS
J. B. Kendrick T. P. Moore
L. W. Funk D. M. Simpson
F. E. Armstrong C. S. Major
ROBERTSON
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Offiicers
A. L. Edwins Captain
J. E. FLETCHER .. First Lieutenant
W. D. WOOD Second Lieutenant







T. E. Boone D. T. Duncan
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F. H. McDonald Major
M. W. Hunter
Lieutenant and Adiutant
F P. SALTER.- Commissar])









| J. A. BERLEY Captain
C. R. Emerson.. First Lieutenant
R. H. RlDGILL Second Lieutenant
| F. Osborne First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
F. D. Stribling F. W. Hutto
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E. M. BYRD Captain
T. G. HARRIS First Lieutenant
C. E. DEsCHAMPS.. Second Lieutenant
J. J. Murray First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
R. B. Cureton W. W. Caughman
T. A. Jennings H. H. Dukes
CORPORALS
M. L. Barre J. D. Clark
C. A. Vincent F. O. Berry
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W. F. Lachicotte Captain
T. B. Rogers First Lieutenant
\ J. M. MclNTOSH. Second Lieutenant
f E. S. Lachicotte First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
L. A. Boggs J. B. Monroe
W. A. Teal R. G. Causey
CORPORALS
W. F. Wright L. O. Campbell
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E. H. PRESSLEV Captain
B. M. James First Lieutenant
J. N. McBRIDE Second Lieutenant
G. E. BERLEY First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
E. O. McMahon F. S. Barnes
L. E. Williams J. W. Sanders
CORPORALS
J. P. Harrall E. G. Bynum
J. M. Heldmen W. B. Camp
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J. E. DUNLAP Major
G. M. Armstrong
Lieutenant and Adjutant
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Officers
J. C. Barksdale Captain
A. P. GANDY First Lieutenant
I
I. W. WlLLIS Second Lieutenant
\
I W. J. Hunter ...First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
E. G. Kittles H. D. Barker
J. H. Carmichael D. W. Evans
CORPORALS
J. P. Jeter W. L. McMillan
T. M. Ferguson C. L. Kirven
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Offiicers
J. T. Woodward Captain
G. R. MORGAN First Lieutenant
H. L. STENDER Second Lieutenant
S. M. Richards ..First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
J. C. Cannon W. K. Magill
F. M. Connor W. A. Roweel
CORPORALS
E. H. Agnew H. C. Wannamaki r
J. J. Sitton S. W. Haigler
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F. J. JERVEY Captain
F. C. DANTZLER.. First Lieutenant
W. A. REEVES ...Second Lieutenant
P. C. CRAYTON First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
D. R. Hopkins G. J. Lawhorn
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T. C. HaDDON ..Captain
D. D. TlNSLEY. First Lieutenant
W. T. P. SPROTT Second Lieutenant
B. L. HAMILTON First Sergeant
SERGEANTS
D. E. Barnett H. W. Muldrow
P. N. Smith D. W. Garris
CORPORALS
W. T. Patrick J. M. Jackson
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A. R. Boyd Captain
R. B. EZELL FerU Lieutenant
J. F. Harrison Seccnd Lieulenan:
F. Osborne First Sergeant
+
SERGEANTS
F. D. Stribling H. L. Wannamaker
M. A Smith P. L. McCall
+
CORPORALS
C. S. Anderson W. A. Taylor
F. C. Legette \V. W. Caughman
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H. L. SMITH First Lieutenant
W. B. WlLKERSON Second Lieutenant
C. L. Vaughn . Drum Major
SERGEANTS
O. H. Beymer J. S. Moore F. L. Bunker
CORPORALS
H. M. Adams H. H. Quattlebaum
L. Smith Baritone
. B. WlLKERSON Trombone
H. Beymer Solo Bb Cornet
S. Moore First Trombone
L. Bunker BBb Bass
M. Adams First Bb Cornet
H. Quattlebaum Third Clarinet
W. Baker Solo Bb Comet
F. Bryant Second Eb Alto
T. Buice Bass Drum
E. CAMPSEN Snare Drum
K. Davis First Bb Cornet
M. Doar First Eb Alto
H. Jennings First Bb Clarinet
E. Johnson Solo Bb Clarinet
A. Middleton Second Bb Clarinet
R. Sellers Second Bb Comet
L. Still Trombone
W. Webb Second Clarinet
H. WlLKERSON Second Bb Cornet
E. Wood Second Alto
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& g>feetcf) oftfje 1913 Jfootball g>easson
"^^^rT^C' I • cannot say that football at Clemson in 1913 was a great success; for
V ^m M the acid test of the Tigers' greatness now calls for the winning of the game
\r\r from Tech on Thanksgiving. The sad reversal of affairs on that eventful
day, turned-turtle our aspirat'ors for high rank in the S. I. A. A. However, the season
was very successful when viewed from the angle of future football ; for we firmly believe
that in the 1913 team lies the nucleus of a championship team within the next two or
three years. Let us see if we are justified in making such a statement.
Back in September of this session, Clemson secured the services of a valuable
coach, one who had coached successful Clemson teams of old. "Bob' Williams, with
"Rip"' Major as assistant, formed as good a staff of coaches as could be boasted by any
Southern college. When they beheld the somewhat crude material that had maintained
Clemson's mediocre standard of the past several years, the outlook must have seemed
dark and uncertam. But they took to the task with such zeal and determination as has
but few times been displayed on Bowman Field.
The veterans and recruits proved willing workers, and were soon going through
such grilling work as they had never before experienced. But every man put forward
his best efforts, and the results were good.
We defeated Davidson on the campus early in October, the score being 6 to 3.
This game revealed many of our weak ponts, which were gradually strengthened.
The following Saturday, we met the strong University of Alabama team at
Tuscaloosa. We held them to one touchdown through the greater part of the game, and
came very near scoring twice. The journey down had been long and wearisome, and as
a result we weakened in the final period, allowing them to score two touchdowns, the
final score being 20 to 0.
Then followed the great game on the campus with Auburn, the big, powerful
machine which won the S. I. A. A. Championship. Although outweighed twenty
pounds to the man, we held the "champs'' to a 20 to score, playing them to a stand-
still, and forcing them to punt time and again.
When the State Fair came off, the I iger team was working like a smooth-
running automaton. The big game with the Univers'ty took place on Thursday of Fair
Week. It was one grand, glorious Tiger victory, from the initial kick-off to the final
whistle. Before the largest crowd that ever witnessed a football game in South Carolina,
we triumphed 32 to 0. The much-boasted Carolina team was outclassed in every aspect
of the game, and not once did they stand the slightest chance of scoring.
The following week was a strenuous one indeed for the Tigers. On I hursday
following the Fair, we met the strong University team, in Augusta, headed by the intrepid
McWhorter. This game was the surprise of the season in Southern football. It had
been freely predicted that Georgia would win by a good-sized score. When the third
quarter ended, we possessed the larger end of a 1 5 to 6 score. Georgia simply could
not penetrate our defense. In the final quarter, they resorted to puzzling open formations,
and made two touchdowns on forward passes in the last few minutes of the game, win-
ning by a close score of 1 8 to 15.
Two days later, in Charleston, the tired, battered team met the Citadel, and
won in a fierce, closely-contested game, the score being 7 to 3.
About ten days later, we met Mercer University, at Macon, and easily trounced
them, in a loosely-played game, to the score of 52 to 0.
Clemson's hopes for a victory over Tech rose to a high-water mark. Everyone
predicted that our ancient foe would surely go down in defeat on Thanksgiving Day.
When the game came off, on Grant Field, in Atlanta, thousands of loyal supporters
filled the stands. Such a reversal of form as our team d :splayed in that game is probably
without a parallel in Clemson's football history. It seemed that we were groggy, and
could not get started; and we suffered fumbling galore. The goddess of fortune simply
would not look our way at all, and everything seemed to go wrong. The result was an
overwhelming defeat of 32 to 0.
But we have great faith in Coach "Bob," and we firmly believe that the Tiger
team of 1914 will bring back to Clemson the lost laurels of so many disastrous and
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Z\)t 1913 baseball Reason
^^^^^ HIS season was the most successful that Clemson has enjoyed in a number of
A ^m years. All of the would-be-champions of the State were met and overcome
—
^^^^ Clemson's percentage in South Carolina being ONE THOUSAND.
Not only were we successful in the State, but by breaking even with
Georgia, and taking two out of three from Auburn, we caused such a muddle over the
Southern Championship that no contender felt able to claim the pennant, Clemson's claim
being as strong as that of any college or university in the South.
Most of the credit for this success goes to Coach Dobson. At the first of the
season, our prospects were anything but bright; but by instilling his own spirit into the
squad, and by hard, consistent effort, he finally rounded out a strong working machine.
The brunt of the pitching work fell on "Doc" Ezell and Anderson. These
youngsters pitched the entire series of twenty games, without once needing relief, Ezell
winding up the season with first place on "All-Southern." The work of Browne and
Dean, battery mates of these two pitchers, was good throughout the season.
To the infield goes the credit of holding up the hitting average. Cureton, at
short, hit for a grand total of .395; Hutto, at second, came next with .364; while Webb,
at first, hit for .288, hs extra-base hitting being a feature. This trio, with Coles at
third, not only hit well, but formed one of the fastest and surest infields of which Clemson
has ever boasted.
Due credit must be given the outfield for their neat work in handling fl ; es and
long hits. The regular outfield, composed of Walker, Hiers, and Tarrant, hit for an
average of .264.
Seal, Parker, and Her, served in the utility role to good effect.



















































HoFFMEVER Left Guard CAUGHMAN Right Guard
Logan Center
GEE Left Forward ErWIN Right Forward
UTILITIES











EVENT RECORD HOLDER YEAR
100 Yards 9 % seconds Byrd 1910
220 Yards Byrd .1910
440 Yards 51 % seconds
2 minutes, 5 seconds
4 minutes, 36}.-, seconds
16% seconds
27 seco-ids
5 feet, 7 inches
Epps 1911
Half Mile Ward . 1911
One Mile Lewis 1913
High Hurdles HlLI 1909
Low Hurdles G. Warren 1908
High Jump McIver 1905
Broad Jump 21 feet, 10'/2 inches Byrd 1909
Pole. Vault 1 1 feef, 6 Inches
117 feet, 4 inches
103 feet, 2-7.-, inches
40 feet, 8 inches
Stevens 1910
Hammer Throw EZELL 1911
Discus Turbeville 1912


















































QLEMSON has loomed into prominence in the past few years in tennis, having
to her credit two Southern Championships, and the same in State honors. At
the Southern Intercollegiate Tournament, at Columbia, last Spring, Clemson
made a clean sweep, capturing all trophy cups, and all first prizes, numbering
three. The Erwin brothers claimed the doubles, by defeating Oates and Chambers, of
the University of North Carolina, in first round, 6-4, 7-5, 6-4. "Big Sook" took the
singles from Oates, in the first round, by a similar score.
In the State Tournament this year, Clemson reached semi-final rounds in doubles
and s ;ngles. To the surprise of almost all, Warring defeated Erwin, after the latter had
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THE 1913 CAROLINA GAME
It was during Fair Week of 1912 that
the intrepid "Tiger" sallied forth and
met with humiliating defeat at the hands
of his ancient and formidable rival, the
"Gamecock." Well do we remember how
the dauntless old Bengal battled to the
bitter end. and its agony as it crept
away with its proud old head bent low in
defeat—broken in body and spirit. Back
to his native haunts in the wilds of
Oconee he wandered, there to brood over
the loss of his laurels—the accumulation
of years of triumphant victory
With his slow recovery, however, came
aga'n the old dogged determination that
had carried him on the crest of victory
so many times in the past. Through the
long year. the inconsolable beast
brooded and dreamed of the coming fray,
when he would wreak vengeance on the
hated Gamecock. Then, as the fall of
1913 rolled around, he sensed the tang
of autumn, and his fighting blood surged
within his body, and called for action.
In September, a new trainer stepped
into the arena and began to whip the
Tiger into shape. When the week be-
fore the fight came, the beast was in
perfect physical condition. His old
wound had healed, and the bone and
sinew of our rejuvenated automaton was
as tough and hard as chilled steel. Yet,
he was as agile as a cat; cautious and
wary on defense; and quick and sure in
action. And exultant, indeed, was the
beast when his Coach led him into
Columbia, the home of his ancient enemy
And then the fight comes on. The
Tiger, with the cold glint of sullen de
termination in his eye, enters the arena
and skulks around, eager for the fray
The Gamecock, a proud, strutting bird
almost as large as his rival, stalks on
the field, anxious to swell his vaunted
pride with another victory.
The field is cleared amid the cheering
of the thousands, the playing of bands,
ard the waving of flags. Then, behold!
The Tiger crouches and springs at his
antagonist. The Gamecock maintains
his poise and strikes; they clash Ye
gods! Has the Tiger gone mad? The
fierce onslaught of the beast sweeps the
bird back in utter rout and confusion.
The noise of combat is drowned in the
mad cheering of the Tiger supporters.
But the Tiger is too eager, and presently
finds himself on the defensive. The per-
sistent b'rd succeeds in effecting a spurt,
(Continued on cage three)
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IMPORTANT MEETING OF THE
SENIOR CLASS
Matters of Grave Importance Discussed
Mess Hall Notice: "There will be an
important meeting of the Senior Class,
in Chapel, immediately after dinner to-
day.
Time: Friday, the thirteenth.
Place: Chapel.
Scene: Same.
President arises, and addresses the
Class as follows: 'Men of the honorable
old"—("Shovel!" "Tell it straight!"
"Tie the little bull outside!" 1
"Let's have order in the Class, please."
"Men of the honorable old Class of
1914, we have come together today to con-
sider some gross injustices that have
been handed out to us from time to time
in the past few weeks. We. men, are
the rulers in this institution" ("Like a
fish!" "Tell it to Kelly!") "We are the
guiding spirits, the men that do things
around here; and we have been treated
like underlings ever since we were Fresh-
men, and some of us before that time.
We do not propose to be trampled on any
more. This Class has labored and toiled
for many years, and now that we are on
the top, some certain ones are trying co
put us under again. We, the high and
mighty Seniors, have to come into the
Mess Hall, and march slam by the ends
of the tables piled high with mountains
of tempting light-bread, and lakes of
epicurean 'Bull-juice' (gravy), and beat
it on down to the wall-end, where there
ain't no light-bread, and not much of
anything else. This is thing number one.
"These little Preppy assistants around
(his joint want us to salute them, and,
by crickety. it gives me a three-cornered
pain to even think of it. Us! The
Seniors! pulling a stunt of that kind?
Fat chance!" (Cries of "Now you're
talking!" "Tell it to us! "1
'.Men of the Class, no longer will we
kowtow to the High Muck-a-Mucks. We
will plan a well-organized campaign
against all that are in authority, have
them removed, and set up a Chief Cook
and Bottle Washer of our own. We will
revolutionize the world! WTe'll blow up
the powder magazine, and push over the
Standpipe! In fact, we'll show 'em that
we're mad. We will raze silos to the
ground! We will sell out the registered
cattle! We'll have no more of Stein-
metz, nor any like him. We will drink
our coffee with loud laps, and never
worry! We will even carry soup sand-
wiches out of the Mess Hall, if we so
desire; and in our hip pockets, if we
will it." (At this point, amid loud ap-
plause and vociferous yells, there came
gallivanting through the door, Ephraim.
Ed Hunter, and the Standpipe, in behalf
of law, order, and civilization. Not
deeming it wise to carry on the meeting
in the presence of such rank outsiders.
the deliberations were postponed until
a less worse time.)
MY HOSIERY
The hours I spent with them and patched
Seems like a waste of time to me;




Each sock in holes—each hole a snare
To catch the toe in hurry slipped
;
I scan each sock unto the end
—
And there I find em ripped!
Oh silken hose that fray and tear!
Oh bitter loss, and barren past!
I buy "holeproofs," and strive—alas, ]
swear
That none will last—dad-gum!
That none will last.
TRUE SPIRIT
It's easy enough to root for the team
When the play goes on like a song;
But the Corps worth while.
Is the Corps that can smile.
And yell when the play goes wrong.
"George Washington." read the small
boy from his history, "was born Feb-
ruary 22, 1732 A. D.""
"What does A. D stand for?" inquired
the teacher.
The small boy pondered. "I don't ex-






Position Name Years Weight
Center, Kessler 1905 190
Guard, Derrick 1903-04-05-0(1 195
Guard, Sehilletter 191 i-ij-i 3- 14 zoo
Tackle, Mcl.amcn 1904-05-06-07 190
Tackle. Walker- [898-90-1900 200
End, Sitton 1902-03 160
End, Saddler 1901-02-03 155
Ouarterback, Maxwell 1902-03 14S
Halfback, Furtick 1903-04-05-06 170
Halfback, Hunter 1898-99-1900 160
Fullback, Douthit 1898-99-1900 160
Substitutes: Garrison, tenter; Gaston, Guard:





Pitchers Mc.Makin, Y. Sitton. Ezell








100 Yards P.yrd. Epps, Warren
220 Yards Byrd, Epps, LeGrand
440 Yards Epps, Byrd, Ward
880 Yards Ward. Barnett, G. M.. Lewis
Mile Lewis, Barnett, W. A.. Odom
High Hurdles Hill. Stevens, Hayden
Low Hurdles Warren, McMahon. Hill
Pole Yault, Stevens, Furtick, F. M., Furtick, G. C.
High Jump Mclver, Stevens, White
Broad Tump Byrd, Stevens, Hill
Shot Put Turbeville, Furtick, F. M„ Ezell
Hammer Throw Ezell, Fleming. Turbeville
Discus Turbeville, Ezell
THE 1913 CAROLINA GAME
(Continued from first page)
getting in a few well-directed blows.
The denizens of the bird-kingdom drown
out the savage growls of the beast with
their cheering. And now the Tiger grows
savage indeed, following each fierce on-
slaught with another more terrific. The
Tiger supporters go wild with joy, and
send deafening cheers over the field
The Gamecock never again has the ghost
of a chance. The Tiger with relentless
fury hammers at the Gamecock, until
blood is drawn repeatedly. The bird
grows sluggish, and the. wary beast takes
advantage of every weakness. It is only
a matter of time before the hard-pressed
bird must fall in the gore and dust of the
battle-scarred gridiron. The thousands
in the stands are crying for more blood,
but the Tiger is cautious, and is heed-
less of all save the blood-strewn mass of
plumage which weakly confronts him.
The Gamecock's efforts become so en-
feebled as to grow pitiable. The Tiger,
sure of his prey, teases and toys with the
lacerated bird. Then, through the filmy
haze of the gridiron, the spectators see
the end. One giant sweep of that mighty
paw brings a wail—long, piercing, piti-
ful, heart-rending, full of agony—the
dying cry of the stricken Gamecock, and
for one brief moment the dumb-stricken
crowds watch in breathless awe. The
Tiger, dripping with the blood of his ad-
versary, leaves the field as unassumingly
as he had entered it; the Gamecock, a
tumbling, torn, and bleeding mass, lies
where the final savage blow was dealt.
The ending of the game was followed
by a strained and hushed silence, a fit
tribute of admiration and respect for the
noble manner in which the Gamecock
fought, and the exalted way in which he
died.
And then pandemonium broke loose.
The Tiger supporters, exultant with joy
over the avenging victory, in one glor-
ious, triumphant march follow the path
of the victorious Tiger.
THE DEBUTANTES
I kissed the cow and calf good-bye;
I wiped the teardrops from my eye.
As I packed the piece of pumpkin-pie
That was built for me by Mother,
And hiked to Clemson's vale of tears.
Now why was I met with grins and
cheers,
By the Sophomore Ags and Engineers,
And the cry, "Here comes another?"
I knew that my pants were pressed aright.
Though they topped my shoes; and my
coat was tight,
And my hair stuck through my bonnet.
But watch my smoke four years from
now,
When I get my "Dip," and make my bow
To the big "B. S." upon it.
(By order) Colonel Cummins
JOKES, NEAR WIT, AND HUMOR
A steam-roller rolled on a stray canine
And flattened him east and west.
He hadn't a chance to utter a whine,
But his pants, no doubt, were pressed.
Grace—I told him he must not see me
any more.
Brother—What did he do?
Grace—Turned out the light.
Teacher—What is velocity?
Student—When a boy sticks his hand
on a wasp.
THE TIGER
JOKES AND SMART SAYINGS
O. Y. A. Student—Just give me one
kiss, and be the first and only one I've
ever kissed.
Girl—What do you take me for, an ex-
periment station?
Professor Shields—So your Y. M. C.
A. Secretary has an auto. I hope he has
better luck than some others.
Cadet Dantzler—He has already run
into a ditch with a lady.
Witherspoon—Some excuse for that,
though he should have kept both hands
on the steering-wheel.
Heard at Columbia
"Izzy; oh, Izzy; come here at once!"
"Fo what, Ikey?"
"To help me take in the showcase mit
der hatpins in it."
"Fo why do you do that?"
"Ach! here comes the Clemson Foot-
ball Team, and they take every point
thev an lav their hands on.
Dave—You look very tired this morn-
ing.
"Red" B.—Yes. I went to the mutes'
ball last night, and swung dumb belles
around all evening.
The cooing stops with the honeymoon;
but the billing goes on forever.
Dr. Calhoun—Mr Parker, does the
moon affect the tide?"
Parker—No, sir; only the untied.
Professoi—Give us an example of an
imaginary spheroid.
Student—A roosters egg.
Professor C.—Here's a good example
of petrified wood (referring to object in
left hand, but absent-mindedly tapping
nearest student on the head).
What got Tippler behind the bars'
Standing too long in front of them.
< >ur line of Pincher and Hert footwear is war-
ranted to make small feet look capable, and large
understandings of an apparently reasonable size.
We can give you anything in ox-carts and high-
tops, from gunboats to peanut shells. Our latest
English heel is fashion"s last resort. See Harker,
300 Fourteenth Street, and Paddon, 120 Fifth
Avenue.
WANT ADS
WANTED—Students in the art of midnight
aviation. Have had actual experience, and .can
give reference. Apply, after "Taps," to G. E.
Berley, 44 Third Avenue.
WAXTED—Some method of gathering and
putting to practical use the quantities of hot air
that frequently pervade Memorial Hall. A chance
for the young inventor. For particulars apply to
B. S. Rheegs, Artisan, Main Building.
WANTED—A substitute for light after "Taps."
Must be dark and indetectable, but efficient as
a source of light. Any reasonable proposition
welcomed. Address Editor Taps, Chief Sufferer,
218 Eleventh Avenue.
WAXTED—A typewriter, or other mechanical
device, that will spell correctly, as well as cross
"t"s" and dot "i's." Must be automatic and sure.
Address Gandy Pelzer, 144 Sixth Avenue.
WAXTED—Two young battleships, well put
together, that will do service for shoes. The shoe
companies have stopped making reasonable sized
shoes. See "Jabo," 174 Xinth Avenue.
WAXTED—A position as chief prevaricator of
a well-organized "Ananias Club." Am amply




The firm of Limberger and Hotburn will have
a representative fresh from their works, on hand
to attend your every tailoring want, Saturday next.
We cheerful! v do you, and send you away with a
smile. You put yourself under no obligations by
looking over our samples, but it is a safe bet you
don't get away without living us an order. Come
early, and be done, so you can remain and see
the fun. Our shops are open to inspection all the
lime—particularly on Saturdays. Arksdale &
I'.armstrong. 138 Fifth .wenue.
F< iR SALE—Copies of latest and most popular
song hit, "You Made Me What I Am Today, 1
Hope You're Satisfied," the joint work of "The
Has- Keens."
F( )R SALE—Large and varied assortment of
paddles, broomsticks, rubber hose, and other curios
of warfare, collected in my recent travels and ex-
plorations. .\m willing to sacrifice. Apply with
Horse and Cart, "the Colonel," his office.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE—One recently occupied position in
purgatory, 740 extras, and one weighty govern-
ment cannon. Apply Lewis Alec, "The Annex."
For your Fighting, Running. Flying Xegligee,
and other Athletic goods, see A. G. Spaulding's
line. Give us <-our order; we GUARANTEE the
goods to arrive—in time. Our prices are at cost
—
to the customer. We make no profit above that
legally allowed. This is a fact ! Yisit us before
vou change vour mind—we'll mind vour change.
DOUTHIT & TAMES, 62 First Avenue.
If you want to make the best social impression,
use the "L" Seal" Stationery, the entree to all that's
fashionable. Envelopes are guaranteed to fit letters
of ordinary size, and to withstand severe postal
usage. Also the "Right" visiting cards, in any size
from a "fertilizer insnection tag" to a placard.
Your name engraved and card placed under each
print of same if plate is ordered with cash. This




Clippings from our Jfuture Contemporaries
^*^^^ HE completion of the Tower of
M /^^ Babel is now in progress. A com-
^L W pany has been formed at a capilal-
^™^^ ization of several million dollars,
with the registered name of Pearlsline and
Rosenbaum. The great fear of the engineers
is that their tongues will become confused. Al-




The recent bankruptcy of Monte Carlo has
caused quite a panic in the sporting world. The
man at the bottom of it all is B. M. James. He
has driven Monsieur LaFouche from the island,
and will show him no mercy. James is no com-
mon crook. His early training was received at





A recent lawsuit against the State, by Mrs. E.
A. Humbolt, of Mount Carmel. for the destruc-
tion of a shipment of pink tomatoes, sent to this
Stale from Mississippi, has been decided in favor
of the defendant. The case was most brilliantly
argued by Mr. A. R. Boyd, of the firm of Boyd





An instrument called Telo-Cinch. that bids
fair to revolutionize civil engineering, has just
been patented by a brilliant young American
engineer, J. William McLure. This machine
does away with all field work, even to the carry-
ing of instruments. By the use of this wonder-
ful instrument. Mr. B. P. Barron has completed
a tunnel under the Atlantic Ocean, making Ox-





The new firm of "Smith
ereens. Jokes Coined Whil
Smither & Smith-
You Wait," has
gotten out a new book, entitled "In the Fracas."
It seems to be selling well.— The Newspaper.
Miss ElizaDeth Blank and Mr. J. E. Dunlap
were married here last night, at the home of the
bride. Mr. Dunlap is now commandant and
instructor of the military academy here.
—
Charleston News and Courier.
4* 4 4-
South Carolina has within its portals a new
industry. Mr. J. A. Berley. of Pomaria. has
established a large factory for the manufacture
and sale of vests. The peculiar thing about this
establishment is that vests of only a decided red-
dish color will be manufactured, and that the





Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Stender. who for the past
several years have been doing mission work in
the interior, are preparing to leave for their
home, Charleston, S. C, U. S. A., where they
have decided there is a more urgent need for
uplift work
—
Bogota [South America] Mission-
ary Journal.
4 4* 4-
Mr. R. H. Reeves, of Fairfield, has recently
been subjected to a reprimand by the English
Court for his activities in behalf of the English
militant suffragettes. It is said Mr. Reeves'
motives are not altogether altruistic, but that a
particularly fair one of the feminine leaders is re-
snonsible for his enthusiasm.— The London Daily
Croan.
4- 4 4"
The prohibition movement is fast gaining
ground. Mr. W. L. Perry, of Columbia, one
of its most ardent advocates, has recently suc-
ceeded in gaming a foothold for the movement
in his native town.— The Salvation Record.
4- 4 4-
Agricultunsts are becoming enthused over the
late success of Mr. A. E. Schilletter. plant
pathologist, who for a number of years has been
attempting a cross between the rutabaga turnip




Mr. James F. Harrison was in the editor's
office this morning, with some excellent home-





The officials of the Southern Power Company
are making an inspection tour over their lines.
With their visit here, the Chamber of Commerce
will give a smoker, in honor of its president,




Mr. W. F. Brawley, playing the title role in
the complex tragedy, "Flouise or MarieV has
recently returned to headquarters, after an ex-
tensive tour of "one-day" stands in the leading
Southern cities, exception being made in his
schedule by playing "One Week" stands at





Mr. E. M. Byrd is one of the most efficient





Mr. R. S. Hood, thj famous naturalist, after
extensive researches in Kentucky, has at last





Mr. H. E. Chambliss, having devoted much
time to the study of the economic waste of human
energy, has as a step toward its conservation per-
fected his invention, which consists of a simple
application of the electric motor to the baby car-
riage. Mr. Chambliss has had call for his in-
vention in personal life quite a number of times.
— Washington Sun.
4 4 4
Mr. G. M. Armstrong, the popular agent of
the House of Kuppenheimer, was in town last
week doing business. Barnwell News.
4* 4* 4?
The County Fair will be graced by all sorts
of side attractions this year. One of the most
famous of the shows for the Pike will be Mr.





Mr. J. L. Carson, a former South Carolinian,
in charge of the Imperial Wheat Farm, has





Ex-Governor Blease's chauffeur. H. S. Boozer,
was arrested yesterday for speeding. Columbia
Record.
Mr. J. E. Hetcher, general sales manager of
the General Electric Company, has been nomi-
nated by the Alumni Association of Clermon
College as a tern member to serve five years. Mr.
Fletcher, who was graduated with the Class of
1914, entered the employ of the General Electric
Company in that year. He is one of the best
men in the employ of the Company who has





Mr. M. W. Hunter, B.S., E.E., M.E., M.A..
well known in the engineering circles in this and
European countries as an inventor, was un-
animously elected president of the A. I. E. E., at
its annual meeting in New York, on the twenty-
third instant. We feel that this is a wise choice,
well deserving a man of Mr. Hunter's ability.
—
A. I. E. E. Review.
4 4 4
Mr. Johnston has opened up a correspondence
school for cadets at the Varidus Military School.
While at Clemson, Mr. Johnston found a com-
position of shoulder-bars. His work, "The Re-
quirements of an Officer," is used as one of the





The Pittsburg Nationals are made sad by the
announcement that their foremost slab artist.
"Doc" Ezell, will retire. The reason for his
withdrawal is thought to be because of an atti-
tude of the manager's, when during the World s
Series Ezell left the pitching box (with two men





The friends of Mr. J. R. Todd will be glad to
note that he has returned from Oxford, England,
where he has pursued his studies in Scaleology.
Mr. Todd has been detailed by the British Gov-
ernment to aid in the development of the cotton-
growing section of India. Due West News.
4 4 4
Mr. Robert Jackson was in the office this morn-
ing, with some of the newest and best of the
publications known as "Jojo's Mottoes." Mr.
Jackson is the only agent employed in this busi-
ness, and the articles sell like hot cakes.—W el-
ford Anti-Hammer.
4* 4 4*
Mr. W. H. Rice, of the firm of W. H. &
C. A. Rice, has just rendered an important serv-
ice to the Experiment Station of South Carol'na
in the work contained in a new Station Bull' tin




Interest in the football game scheduled for
next Saturday in the College Park is at a white
heat. Mr. Schilletter, the famous coach of the
crack Southern Team, refuses to give out any





The first case before the Recorder this morn-
ing was T. C. Haddon, on the charge of selling
worthless wares on the street corners. Mr. Had-
don, an adept in flowery oratory, had attracted




Columbia is always proud of the work of her
sons. Mr. Mcintosh, now assistant chemist in
the State Laboratory, has discovered a new com-
pound, which he calls "MeToo," with the form-
ula MjT.— The Stale.
4" 4* 4*
The firm of Jackson and Douthit, veterinarians,
has recently filed papers of dissolution. M>-.
Jackson, who as a horse doctor has a county-wide
fame, objected to his partner's dabbling in mer-
chandise. Mr. Douthit will enter the firm of
Ikenstein & Sauerberg, Hebrew clothiers.
Veterinarian Record.
4- 4- 4-
Mr. J. G. Oelzel has been several years in
trying to invent a passenger car which will mak°
trayehne pleasant on the Blue Ridge Railroad.
Helton News.
!• 4. 4.
Mr. Grandy will be the lecturer on the Chau-
tauqua program this evening. He will give his





Mr. F. H. McDonald, well-known and much-
beloved graduate of Clemson College, who for the
past ten years has been engaged in missionary
work in the Kongo regions of South Africa, has
returned to his native countrv for a short vaca-
tion. While here, Mr. McDonald will tour this
State in behalf of the work he is carrying on so





At a recent court trial, Lawyer Morgan was
continually rebuked by the Judge for taking up
too much time asking non-technical questions.
Greenville News.
4. 4. 4.
The Stale College is so fortunate as to have
at the head of its electrical department, Mr. D.




Mr. G. H. Browne, the president of the Rac-
ing Association, was in the city looking over the





Mr. J. W. Willis, a South Carolinian, and
famous importer of china and Dorcelain ware,
was in the city for a few days attending to some




The Orangeburg Military Band has been
chosen to lead the inaugural parade of President
Blease. This band is fortunate in having Prof.




Mr. J. N. McBride has announced his can-
didacy for coroner of Florence Countv. He




Mr. R. H. Ridgill has been selected as track





Mr. W. T. P. Sprott, during research in his





Mr. William DeWood, the French novelist,
has just completed a book for the fiction-loving
public on one of his usual subjects. This pub-





The friends of "Daredevil" Tinsley, the star
acrobatic performer and shadow-boxer of Usher
and Ward's famous shows, will be glad to learn
of his recovery from his recent injuries. Mr.
Tinsley's fall, occasioned by a note of false
harmony on the part of the Wilkerson Brass
Band, though at first apparently serious, turned
out to be a trivia! matter.— The Billboard.
4, 4. 4.
Mr. A. G. Stanford has just received a
patent. No. 12,879,654, on his new invention,
which is an automobile tire, permitting the elec-





Clemson is indeed fortunate in retaining Mr.
J. W. McDonald as the Assistant Commandant.
He is known to have a military disposition, and
from his extreme height will be able to keep a




Mr. T. B. Rogers has been making a series
of attempts at the invention of an automatic "pole
climber." He is said to be getting along very
nicely.— Vox Inquirer.
<h 4»
The Jefferson Hotel, of Columbia, has recently
offered the position of head waiter to Mr. C. C.
Thornton, who bids fair to be a valuable acquisi-




The decisive victory in the battle of Bvrd's
Nest was due largelv to the heroic deeds of Maj.
A. L. Edwins, commanding the Second Bat-
talion. Third Regiment, South Carolina Volun-
teers.— War Despatch.
4. 4. 4.
Lieut. E. R. Gilmore, a graduate of Clemson
College, has been promoted to a First Lieuten-




Mr. John C. Barksdale, the head of the In-
ternational \\ alters Federation, gave out a state-
ment to the press this morning, in which he stated
that the Federation would not sue the New York
hotels for damages and costs arising from the
great smash-up of dishes that took place last
Spring.—iVen> York Times.
4, 4. 4.
Two Clemson graduates, Messrs. Jervey and
Thornhill. have recently built a novel aeroplane,
with which they expect to cross the Atlantic.
These artists expect to meet with no difficulty in




To South Carolina is due the credit of the
d'scovery of a substance which drives the boll-
weevil away. The contents of this article are not
yet known, but it can be purchased for a scent
a pound. State Entomoloq-ist Parker, the dis-
coverer, has a line of this stuff extending from
Spartanburg, via Columbia, to Charleston, which
is slowly but surely ridding the Stale of this de-
structive pest.— The Stale.
4. 4. 4.
Much research work is being done on the sub-
subject of "The Relation of Ology to Social
Life." by Dr. Wm. S. Morrison and J. W.
Erwin. LL.D. These gentlemen will have their
manuscript ready for publication in about ten
days.— Welford Ant- -Hammer.
Mr. F. H. Robertson has moved to George-
town, where he expects to open up a Beauty
Parlor, in connection with Mr. Lachicotte's
new five- and ten-cent store.—Ceorge(on>n Bugle.
4, 4, 4.
Jock Hanvey, the famous athlete, will represent






A new profession has been inented and
put on the market by Mr. Charles W. Baker.
The principal pursuits in this new calling are
to look wise, say little, and do less.—Sumfer
Somethings.
4, 4, 4,
Mr. Woodward, of the International Student
movement, was in the city last week working on
some of the college men, with the view to getting
their services in this movement.—.4i^en Headache.
4. 4. 4.
The new dances will be taught next week by





Mr. J. H. S. Wells, the man who is getting up
a new alphabet for the use of non-professional
and semi-acrobatic men, is in the city interview-





The Grasselli Chemical Company, of Ala-
bama, is fortunate in having as its chief chemist
Mr. F. Peter Salter. The most recent work of
that eminent firm is its research in connection
with "The Relation of Salt Peter to Salt Peat."




Mr. C. E. DesChamps, after trying his hand
in many pursuits, all the while scanning the mat-
rimonial market, has at last returned to his native




Mr. M. A. Dantzler, who has spent all of his
time since his graduation from college in astrono-
mical researches, has at last discovered a means
by which he can communicate with Mars. The
first message to be exchanged was. "We should
worry." Astronomical Revi'en>.
4, 4. 4.
Mr. F. H. McDonald is actively engaged with
the Law and Order League of Charleston.
—
Spartanburg Herald.

















S| y ABBO! Run 'em.W W "Run em from where? Run
W^T ern to where?
^•^ • "Run em from Calhoun on
Sunday, where they go to get
themselves a little bite to eat.
"Run em to Keowee, thence to the Ravenel
Bridge, and to Cherry's Bridge from there.
Still no crossing? Then run em to Laurence's
Bridge, about seven miles up the creek, and




Cadet V. T. Anderson, while abroad, ran
across the word "Yabbo" in Italy. The real
meaning of the word is "Exceedingly big and
gawky of frame, yet childishly weak and simple
of mind."
"Seniors will, after this, please sit on the seats
next to the wall in the mess hall."
"What's the idea?"
"Why to show them that we are boss, of
course."
Later—February 14.
"By Jove. I can't handle that gang. They're
loo much for me."
Sentinel, walking No. 15, inspecting room
at the lower back corner—Blam. Blam, Blam!
Open up. If you don't, I will call the Corporal.
Voice (inside)—Call the Corporal, then; he's
my pal.
* *
JlMMY James—Captain, you remember in that
Citadel game two years ago, when we were
—
Why, I thought Captain was here!"
Colonel Cummins—Why didn't you in-
spect last night?
Captain D.— I was out calling.
Colonel C.—You will be out calling for
another job before long. too.
+ *
"Ducks on that stub, Captain."
"All right; but you had better be careful that




(A Scriptural Aecount'of the H'I3 Fair Trip)
^^^^^ OW, as had been the custom handed down by the gray-bearded old fogies
B who legislate around and upon these diggings, there was heard the order,
J^ W in the second month of the open'ng of the great school, that there would go
down to the Square Meal City 1 , during the six days of the Great Fair, the
Seven Hundred who have their abode in the three brick barracks.
And immediately they were cognizant- of the jaunt ahead of them, every
mother's son of them wrote home to the bonded millionaire whose filthy lucre they had
been sent away to squander; and they demanded more. Some of them, having not the
wit promised the lowly louse, were bold, and told the guv'nor the coin was for a good
time and a spree; wherefore, they received but little. Others, who were keen, needed
more of books, and bath-tickets, and Y. M. C. A. dues; and thus they received in
abundance the iron-bucks, which later they blew in with great success.
Also, the time being early, and many of them without their glad soldier rags,
their garbs were made to hasten, so that they hung loosely about the frames they covered,
as do the flapping garments of the plump and lively scarecrow.
And finally, all things were arranged, even to the getting of haircuts, and the
wrapping of blankets. And to the chosen servants of the Come-and-Dance ', there were
loaned the insignia 4 of his favor; and he called them Ossifers"; and they feared him, for
they knew not if the favor was theirs to last.
Then, on the twenty and seventh day of the tenth month of the year of which
we speak, there arose with the dawn shouts and a great bustle. And, having fed, the
blanket-rolled hundreds snagged onto their arms, and, falling into step, marched off with
a great tramp, tramp. And behind them there was silence; for there was much glumness
among the five score and ten who went not.
Now there was waiting at the stopping place of the great Southern, a line of cars;
and it was divided. And to each was an engine, that the cars, which are called a tram,
might not stand still, but might have slow and everlasting movement.
i—Square Meal Town: A spurious claim made by Columbia, S. C.
-'—Cognizant: A gcofl word, ami easy: see Standard Dictionary under C.
3 Come-and-Dance : Officer in command: see Commandant.
4 Insignia: Chevrons and • epaulets ; see stripes and shoulder liars.
; Ossifers: Corrupt for Officers.
And into these cars they were piled; three hundred in the one half, and the
remaining (which were a million) in the other. And they in each car were called a
Company, as was lettered on cloth of purple and gold which fluttered without, and
showed those who knew not that which was with'.n. And before the nose of each great
engine rested the Tiger, ensign of the travelers: and though it roared not, it had appear-
ance and desire, for above it there was an "Eat 'F_m Lp" ; which later they did.
And after a journey of half a day. they arrived, and took up their abode in a
tented c ; ty. which was brown, and laid off as to streets. And it was one almighty peach
of a place to stay in! For it was cold, and there were nether radiators by day. nor hot
water bottles by night, nor warm bricks, nor anything that had aught but an abundant
lack of heat.
And on the afternoon of the second day of their stay, there occurred a battle
which was called a Sham : for it was not. And the soldiers of the State were made as
drums ; for they beat it
!
And at the same time of the third day there occurred a marching to music, and
the loud exercise of voice, and the extra dress and beanng of the Napoleons, and Roose-
velts. and Huertas. And it was called a Parade of Dress: for they were clothed.
And between times there was no gathering into companies, but each was allowed
to do as he would: and m?ny were done, for they were strangers amid the crafty, and
were easy prey.
Then upon the fourth day, in the morning thereof, there occurred the Great
Game. And the Tigers, who had hungered, avenged themselves, as had been proph-
esied. And the conquered Gamecocks lost their vaunted pride, and were meek. And
that night in the city there was held a great gathering of the warriors, and there was noise
in abundance, and jubilee. But they of Carolina were silent, and crowed not
:
had the "pip.
And the day following was like unto the third day.
And then upon the morning of the sixth day, there came the breaking up of the
camp. And the warriors, weary as to spirit, left not as they had come: for they were broke.
—McDonald
Hetter of a Japanese ^djoolfcop
D EAR HON. EDITOR:—Please allow liberty in your Taps book lo print a observe ona feature of your soldier lives, which are oulglaring. That feature are your excelsiordetective system. It are with large pleasure I remark on the performs of Hon. Sloneand Hon. Dukkat in the fatigue art of sleuthing.
One day, I observe big quantity of boys slip softlike on trail lo river. Hon. detec-
tives smell trouble. It appear to they that boys like rampage and bad achievement, so Hon. detectives
follow behmdward at considerable remoteness.
Now this detective force are good force, as proceeding show, but Hon. Slone are a trifle small,
and exhaust too much quantity cigarets and dopes, and are not exaggerated in scruples. Hon. Dukkat
are too big, and have tco much clumsy movement. He have too much noise about mouth region.
But I must enlighten you concerning boys. Boys cross river on railroad structure, to large joy
of Hon. detectives. Now they sit and snuggest way for capture of rampagers. Hon. Slone draft
diagram. \\ hen he conclude this, he hurl intoxicating tobacco from mouth, then use robust Sunday
school word, and proclaim that boys will be caught like trap catch rats. Hon. Dukkat labor beneath
terrible mental strain. He are unable to see through plan, and remark to Hon. Slone that plan are
too intricate lo penetrate. Hon. Slone appear mad-like. He hurl tobacco wad from mouth, and
attempt lo explain plan to Hon. Dukkat.
Hon. Slone snuggest for Hon. Dukkat to journey down river to Ravenel Bridge, and act like
sentinel, to interrupt passage of boys on return backward. He (Hon. Slone) must remain at post,
where most strategy are sore in need. It look gloom-like for boys. It are winter time, and too cold
for swim. Boys must have supper, yet they have disrelish for confinement and extra stuff they are
serve so much.
Now, after some big amount of lime elapse, Hon. Slone proceed to think concerning Brown s
Mule. At about similar time, Hon. Dukkat, since he are very young and unsophisticated-like, commence
thinking about sweet young girl back home, and he grow without care concerning duty and all else.
Boys observe this circumstance with glad and rejoice look. Now there chance are come. With
quick action, they launch boat afloat stream, and attain other bank in jiffy time. Boys then advance
backward to college very quiet-like, and masticate supper.
Hon. Slcne and Hon. Dukkat do sentinel stunt till big moon peep up and climb in sky to con-
siderable altitude. It are very cold, and they shiver to large extent. Hon. Slone now have violent
rage because boys appear such protracted loiterers. He give up, and journey to Hon. Dukkat, and
snuggest a withdraw.
Boys are been sleep long time when Hon. detectives commence returning back. They trudge
with inert feet, and wear downcast-like feature. The hoot! hoot
mournful dog howl are all the outcry that penetrate the night.
Yc truly
-J. L. C. '14
of scary American screech-owl and
Hashimura Toco
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QTfje 3Ten Commanbments;
HEN Josiah spake all these words, saying:
I am Josiah, thy commandant, who hath made
thee to serve confinements in the Chapel, to walk extras
on weekdays, and who hath removed thee from the
bliss of Stokesdom, raising thee to the condition of United States
Regulars.
Thou shalt have no other boss before me; even the Cap-
tain of thy Company shalt bow down before me.
Thou shalt not use the "Rules and Regulations" as thy
authority for correctness; but what I say, that will be thy law.
Thou shalt not yell "Yabbo" at me, nor at mine assistant,
nor at my underlings; for I will surely find a way to have him shipped who breaketh this
commandment. Selah!
Remember the Sabbath day to go to church; for if thou faileth, many confine-
ments or extras will be thy reward.
From Sunday to Friday shalt thou labor, and do all thy work; but on the
seventh day of the week, thou shalt prepare for Inspection, walk extras, and serve con-
finements.
Thou shalt honor and obey everyone at this place, yea even Edward Hunter; for
if thou faileth to carry out this commandment to the letter, thou shalt be shipped from
this place to which thy father has sent thee.
Whenever thou cometh into my presence, thou shalt stand erect, and smite thy
forehead with thy forefinger, as a token of respect that is due the All-Powerful.
When I visit thee at night, thou shalt interrupt thy work, rise to thy feet, and
uncover thy head in reverence of me.
Thou shalt not get over fifty demerits in one term; for that one who getteth more
shalt be cast into the Annex, where there is weeping and wailing and smashing out teeth.
Thou shalt not covet thy superior's office, for if thy honey-funketh, in due time it
wilt be given to thee.
if, tf. }£, %. %• %.
And when all the cadets had heard these words, they fell down upon their
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Berley, J. A. Jackson, B. M. Stender, H. R.
Boyd, A. R. Johnson, F. S. Todd, J. R.
Cox, R. E. Lewis, A. P. Usher, A. B.
Dantzler, F. C. McIntosh, J. M. Ward, A. H.
DOUTHIT, J. B. Parker, H. L. Wills, J. H. S.
Dunlap, J. E. Pressley, E. H. Wilkerson, W. B.
Ezell, R. B. Reaves, W. A. Willis, J. W.
Gandy, A. P. Rice, W. H. WlTHERSPOON, J. T.
GlLMORE, E. R. RlDGILL, R. H. Wood, W. D.
Haddon, T. C. Salter, F. P. Woodward, J. T.
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THE Y. M. C. A. CABINET
&£&ociation ^>mgerg
W. B. Wilkerson .....Director A. R. Boyd Manager
C. W. Webb Pianist C. H. Albrecht Pianist
H. H. QUATTLEBAUM Pianist
First Tenors Baritones
R. S. Blake A. Ellis J. H. Meyers A. R. Boyd
Second Tenors Basses
J. S. Moore C. E. Holroyd T. E. Boone W. A. Teal
F. H. McDonald W. B. Wilkerson
S. H. Wilkerson. Cornet R. E. JOHNSON Clarinet

























$rotos;or Battiel's Ptble Class
OFFICERS
Ward, A. R President J. A. Berley 1
F. B. Rogers Treasurer J. R. Todd >
.



















































&f)e Jameg p. Carlisle ^unbap Retool Clastf
Morrison, Prof. W. S.. Teacher
Haddon, T. C President
PATE, E. H. Vice-President
BARRE, M. L ...Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Anderson, F. C. Davis, G. H. Laidlaw, R. E.
Barron, A. A. Dick, J. B. Leslie, W. E., Jr.
Bell, P. E. Drake, J. A. Littlejohn, C. E.
Black, W. E. Folk, J. C. McConnel, R. M.
Blake, W. E. Foster, J. C. Morrison, W. A.
Britt, J. A. Garrison, W. H. Pennel, E. C.
Buie, T. S. Grahmann. C. E. Pickens, W. A.
Bull, N. M. Haddon, F. M. Quattlebaum, H. H.
Burns, G. M. Harrison, W. B. Richards, A. J.
Burns, P. M. Henry, H. S. Stribling, S. C.
Bush, D. W. Holley, E. B. Spellmeyer, H. E.
Carwile, A. B. Hopkins, E. I. Varn, M. B.
Caskey, A. J. Harvey, H. A. West, C. T.
Caldwell, D. W. Jackson, R. Wright, C.









































































W$t Junior Banting Club
OFFICERS
K. G. CAUGHMAN President
J. E. GLOVER Vice-President
J. H. TRESCOTT Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
W. H. Arthur F. L. Bunker J. T. Darby L. LeGrand
W. D. Arthur H. W. Bristol C. F. Gee E. L. Randle
F. S. Barnes G. E. Campsen B. L. Hamilton W. A. Taylor
O. H. Beymer R. G. Causey W. R. Jeter J. R. Thrower
A. R. Trotter
Q Auhoon r7fl*y««Q^




THE HOME OF JOHN C. CALHOUN
mma ARTH'S common things around us lie.
{|^- We feel them not; nor see, nor hear.
Woods, hills, and streams, however fair,
Will with the seasons fail the eye.
And man with each revolving year
Will change and pass unnoticed by.
But tread on old historic ground.
The hills which Calhoun traveled o'er.
There is a thrill unfelt before
—
A reverent awe falls slowly down
And bears us back to days of yore,
To him, whom glory gathers 'round.
He held them dear, each dale and hill;
And dear the rambling river's roar.
In life's fierce heat, when vexed and sore,
His spirit yearned for rest, but wiled
It not, 'til work for a space was o'er
Then he homeward turned undaunted still.
Then sacred be from day to day
These scenes that mark his home in part.
Time with his ceaseless stroke may start
Upon his house a vile decay;
But enthroned he is in every heart,
And with a nation lives for aye!
-W. J. H., '15
3n iflemonam
0n flying
A Tirade by an Old Timer
4- *
AD are the times, and cursed are the days;
For the impudent Freshmen just dare us to haze.
Gone are the men who were tough to withstand
The worst we could give with the first thing at hand ;
And into their places are childish young whelps
Who cringe at the paddle, and call with their yelps
On the powers above to defend their weak frames
From our brutal assaults; and hand in our names.
That those whom by instinct we naturally hate
M'ght thus get a chance to retaliate.
And soak us by law for the things we had done.
Which were really a privilege and right, handed down
To us who have suffered, by those gone before.
And now we're being cheated from squaring the score.
Why did you kick when the bayonet fell.
And give the impression you were treated like ? Well,
Couldn't you see, you babies in pants.
If you took it this year, that next, your own chance
Would come and forever permit you to say,
"I've taken my dose, and by right can repay.
With interest, my stripes and whippings galore
;
For I've thus earned the right to even the score?"
Now, like the fool whose headworks were loose.
You've broken the egg, and murdered the goose.
And though you prance 'round in your silly Rat days.
And grin at your uppers, when you know they can't haze.
You'll regret it next year, when a hundred or more
Grin in vour face, and vou can't even the score.—F. H. M.
15)14 TAPS^
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As a tribute o{ appreciation
tliis page is affectionately dedicated Vo
Prof. David Hill Henry
whose supervision and backing





DO NOT READ THESE!
"BEAT TECH—OR BUST?"
SH'h! DOES A MAN WITH A CORK LEG KEEP HIS SOX UP WITH THUMB TACKS?
&nbers(cm Countp Club
OFFICERS
H. L. Smith President
J. H. TRESCOTT Secretary and Treasurer
P. C. CRAYTON Manager
*
MEMBERS
E. G. Acker J. C. Hamlin W. A. Pickens
H. E. Bailey J. R. Latimer R. D. Poore
W. Q. Beard J. F. Lay J. H. Russell
W. A. Bigby R. C. McGee D. M. Simpson
G. M. Burns J. S. Moore G. W. Smith
J. A. Drake J. L. Newton J. J. Sitton
L. G. Garvin R. M. O'Neal R. B. Stewart
H. E. Gains E. C. Pennell D. J. Watson




G. M. Armstrong President
J. A. Patterson Vice-President
W. H. DlCKS Secretary and Treasurer
*
MEMBERS
Anderson, C. S. Black, E. W. Loadholt, J. T.
Armstrong, G. M. Connor, B. Patterson, J. A.
Baxley, J. T. Dicks, W. H. Tison, J. A.
Calfjoun Countp Club
OFFICERS
Banks, D. K President
Pearlstine, L. C. Vice-President
Buyck, D. D Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Banks, D. H. Dantzler, M. A. Herlong, J. D,
Chaplin, J. G. Evans, D. W. Smoke, A. S.
Culclasure, J. H. Haigler, A. L. Stanley, E. G.
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Sarlington Countp Club
MoTTO : "Darlington, the pride oj the Pec Dee"
4. 4.
OFFICERS
DUNLAP, J. E. President
BYRD, E. M - _ Vice-President
McCall, P. L Secretary and Treasurer
+
MEMBERS
Askins, J. P. Dick, J. B. McCall, J. S.
Byrd, D. E. Dickson, A. M. Seegars, C. R.
Dargan, J. F. Lunney, G. W. Seegars, E. H.
Vaughn, C. L. Wright, W. E.
Billon Countp Club
PURPOSE: To let 'em /j>non> Dillons on the map
MOTTO : "The suppression of while labor"
Dan H. McEachern









Salter, F. P President
McDonald, J. W Vice-President


















W. A. Reeves President
W. G. RAGSDALE Vice-President
J. D. BLAIR Business Manager
MEMBERS
J. L. Cathcart G. P. Hoffman J. P. Lyles
T. M. Cathcart T. M. Jordan W. W. Nicholson
T. A. Friday J. R. Ligon J. B. Pey
F. M. Reeves H. E. Willingham
Jflorence Count? Club
OFFICERS
























T. C. HADDON President
C. R. EMERSON Vice-President





















J. C. BaRKSDALE President
T. G. Harris Vice-President
R. P. THORNTON Secretary and Treasurer
+
MEMBERS
B. C. Barksdale B. M. Gray J. C. Middleton
D. E. Barnett D. G. McGowan J. D. Sullivan
M. E. Cox F. E. Medlock C. C. Thornton





Motto: Be a sport
4. 4.
"Creatures like these can break with ease.
Feminine hearts whene'er they please"
OFFICERS
Lexer, B. R President
CAUGHMAN, W. W ...Vice-President
Barre, M. L Secretary) and Treasurer
+
MEMBERS
Clark, J. R, Fulmer, J. W. Lyles, N. P.
Eleazer, J. M. Kyzer, E. D. Wessinger, A. D.
Wingard, G. S. Woods, E. T.
Jgetoberrp Countp Club
OFFICERS
J. A. BERLEY .. President
H. S. BOOZER Vice-President
W F. WRIGHT Secretary and Treasurer
*
MEMBERS
G. E. Berley C. E. Folk P. H. Senn
C. D. Boyd W. E. Hunter A. L. Shealy
G. F. Brown W. M. Lester L. K. Singley
C K. Davis E. W. Long D. R. Wallace
C. M. Dennis J. E. Long R. D. Wright
R. F. Wright G. P. Wright
*
HONORARY MEMBERS
Prof. J. E. Hunter Prof. B. H. Johnstone
Spartanburg Countp Club
OFFICERS
R. B. EZELL President
J. F. Harrison - -- Vice-President
F. Osborne .. - Secretary
MEMBERS
Bearden, J. R. Fowler, W. W. Parker, H. L.
Beymer, O. H. Heldman, J. M. Sams, R. H.
Bishop, W. C. Hopkins, E. I. Shields, H. L. B.
Bomar, W. M. Lawson, E. S. Stribling, F. D.
Brockman, J. B. McClimon, H. T. Tinsley, D. D.
Buice, W. E. Martin, G. D. Tucker, F. M.
Carson, J. L. Moore, B. S. Wilkins, W. C.
Earle, B. R. Murph, C. R. Willis, H. H.
§9orfe Count? Club
OFFICERS
W. B. WlLKERSON President
J. B. KENDRICK Vice-President






















Senior "$repsT of tfjc Clas& of 19094910
J. F. Harrison President
A H. WARD Vice-President
M. A. DANTZLER Secretary
J. A. Berley Treasurer
R. Jackson Historian
* *
^tstorp of "$reps;" Class; of 19094910
aLASSMATES, at last we are Seniors, after four years of hard labor in prison walls.
Through thick and thin—mostly thin—we have stood the ravages of time and the Faculty.
Out of the sixty-five men who entered Prep, in the Fall of 09, sixty have fallen by
the wayside, and a quintet only is left to tell the tales of the "King's" roar and of the
pleasant smiles of the "Queen."
As wc go from these walls of learning with our "sheepskins," wc say good-bye to Prep., for
"The voice that once through 'Prepdom's' walls
The sound of terror spread,
Will sound as loud on higher walls;





Clemson College, &. €., &prtl I, 1914
DELINQUENCY REPORT OF THE COMMANDANTETTE
CADET REPORTED DELINQUENCY REPORTING OFFICER
ARMSTRONG, G. M.—Running a Jew shop in barracks - Corps
Barksdale, J. C.—Same
Berley, J. A.—Selling red vests and monocles lo cadets Colonel Cummins
JOHNSTON, F. S.—Looking like Dr. Brackett Senior Chemists
Barron, B. P.—Trying to look cute Civils
Berley, J. A.—Selling red vests and monocles to cadets Colonel Cummins

CADET REPORTED DELINQUENCY REPORTING OFFICER
TlNSLEY, D. D.—Yelling in church "Brother" Mills
Todd, J. R.—Mituse of Exchange funds "Gultz"
Boyd, A. R.—Not using opportunity of going to Anderson Boyd
Robertson, F. H.—Captain allowing members of "C" Company to yell at Shep Colonel Cummins
McBride, J. N.—Allowing Commandant to call him an Irishman "Firm"
Morgan, G. R.—Roughing it up in basket-ball game Coach
Dunlap, J. E.—Assuming authority in mess hall Corps
McDonald, F. H.—Running Y. M. C. A. into bankruptcy by selling crackers at cost Bob Sweeny
Jackson, R.—Not boarding in barracks "JoJo"
Lewis, A. P.—D. D. C. loafing in barracks Colonel Cummins
Woodward, J. T.—Making unprofitable trip to Anderson Morgan
James, B. M.—Charging "Hill" Parson Murray
Lachicotte, W. F.—Talking too much Electricals
Banks, D. K.—Reporting Senior Privates at every opportunity Cox
Jervey, F. J.—Failing to smoke cigarettes during month of January Harry Sloan
Baker, C. W.—Trying to look like Caesar "Puss"
Carson, J. L.—Refusing to believe Dr. Calhoun's statements Agricultural
Bryant, V. F.—Wearing a solemn face Civils
EzELL, R. B.—Possessing a twenty-thousand-dollar arm and a ten-cent head Coach
Brawley, W. F.—Continually using pocket mirror Jervey
Browne, G. H.—Having toe amputated in order to beat out of drill Colonel Cummins
Wood, W. D.—Attending reveille regularly Edwins
SCHILLETTER, W. A.—Trying to alienate the affections of "Hop's" Columbia girl Gandy
PRESSLEY, E. H.
—
"Coating" for "Finger" Straights
GlLMORE, E. R.—Not carrying out experiment at college station V. B. Wright
Cox, R. E.—Putting Ananias out of business Calhoun
Ward, A. H.—Allowing four-year athletic rule to overtake him before graduation Dr. Calhoun
EzELL, R. B.—Possessing a twenty-thousand-dollar arm and a ten-cent head Coach
WlLLIS, J. W.—Trying to "Blossom" out of season Rals
McDonald, J. W.—Collecting Art Gallery Colonel Cummins
Haddon, T. C.—Imitating Wm. J. Bryan Corps
PRESSLEY, E. H.—Straightening saber Second Battalion
Hanvey, E.—Working "Doc" too much Faculty
Harrison, J. F.—Not picking teeth after eating gold mine Corps
Gandy, A. P.—Using room-mate's toothbrush Carson
SCHILLETTER, W. A.—Not understanding it "Mouse" Wood
Boozer, H. S.—Being from Newberry "Daddy"
Thornton, C. C.—Being amused at his own wit Electricals
Jackson, B. M.—Being in love with two girls at the same time Jervey
THORNHILL, T. W.—Being everybody's "Buddy" His Girl
Clemson College gmalgamateb gtooctation
of Street Cleaners
CHARGE: Creating college spirit on the campus sidewalks, November 15, 1913
SPECIFICATION: In that the said men did disgrace the sidewalks of the College campus
on the night before the Tech. game.
FINDINGS: Of charge /: Guilty. Specification: Guilty.


















Colonel Josiah Dr. Walter
\y{4 TAPS
Calenbar for tfte gear 1913 = 1914
^^•EPTEMBER 9—Old-boys arrive.
flk September 1 —Re-exams and make-up work begin.
^.m^ September 1 1—Coach Williams arrives. Football practice starts.
September 1 2—Refund money ; cafe becomes popular.
September I 3—Mass meeting in Chapel.
14—Seniors hold first Class meeting. Officers elected; "Jimmy" James
made Chaplain.
1 5—Seniors get privileges.
1 6—Dr. Riggs makes first talk in Chapel ; says he prefers speaking with
no one behind him (and the "Colonel" and "Bob" on the rostrum!)
Rats arrive.
1 7—Dr. Riggs imparts fatherly advice to Rats.
1 8—Gym opened for the year.
19
—
"Jojo" consumes pencil po nt making "goose-eggs."
20—College night; Daniels cracks joke on Rats.
2 I—Ex-governor Ansel speaks in Chapel.
22—Heavy drill schedule inaugurated.
23—Literary Societies hold their first meetings; scramble for Rat members.
24—Looks like business on football field; tackling begins.
25—Mrs. Middleton catches Cadet matching for bananas in Mess Hall.
26—Echoes from history class-room; "Is that a fair test of your mental
ability?"
27—Furman University 7; Clemson Freshmen 2.
28—Ice cream for dinner. Cold-storage plant a good thing.
29—Rousing mass-meeting in Chapel.
30—One-year Agricultural arrive. E. M. Byrd imparts views before
meeting of A. I. E. E.
October 1
—"p" Company organized.
2—Varsity and Scrubs engage in rough scrimmage.
3—Davidson football team arrives.
4—Clemson 6; Davidson 3. "Carolina delenda est."
5—Dr. Riggs takes charge of Bible class. Ice cream again for dinner.
What flavor?
K}l~4 TAPS^
October 6—Shoe repairing firm, "Anderson and Odom," advertised in 312.
7—Seniors don cap-cords. Ahem
!
8—Battalion drill begun.
9—Corps sends an extra football man on Alabama trip.
10—Boys give team "send off" after breakfast.
1 1—Alabama 20; Clemson 0.
12—Erwin in mess-hall: "Notice! Come to Room "T" for meg—".
1 3—Rats anxious to join Picked Company. First meeting of A. I. E. E.
14—Midnight fire at Calhoun. "Let 'er burn!"
1 5—Hobson speaks in Chapel.
1 6—Senior Electricals go rat chasing in Electrical class-room.
1 7
—
"You are expected to make good excuses."—Who erased "not to
make?"
18—Auburn 20; Clemson 0. Tigers play great game. "Killarney Girls"
in Chapel.
1 9—Coach Williams addresses Y. M. C. A.




"Has-beens" football team organized.
22—Great spirit shown at mass meeting.
23—Clemson Scrubs 2; Georgia Scrubs 0.
24—First month of first term ends.
25—First mass meeting before Carolina game.
26—Ray Odom passes collection-plate to choir and preacher.
27—All aboard for the Fair. Look out, Columbia!
28—Sham battle with State troops. Cadets win.
29—Football team arrives. Cadets will come into camp after twelve, mid-
night!
30—Clemson 32 ; Carolina 0. Boys take Columbia. Big parade on Main
Street at night.
31—Last day of encampment. Everybody ready to return.
November 1—Writing score of football game on side of car provokes scrap with rail-
road officials; cadets victorious. Back to the wilds of Oconee.
2—Methodist and Presbyterian Cadets get chance to sleep in Chapel.
3—All extras and confinements canceled.
and goes to Washington
Wood declares "Three
November 4—No more "Setting-Lp Exercises."
5—Telegraph office established in Main Building.
6—Georgia 18; Clemson 15. Tigers beaten in last three minutes of play
7—Drill wasn't made for the weary.
8— Clemson 7; Citadel 3.
9
—
"Shorty" serves ice cream on cold day.
1 —Atlanta trip petition circulated.
1 1 and 1 2—Sam Earle leaves written reviews for Seniors,
1 3—For Professor Hutchinson's benefit, "Mouse'
Weeks" his favorite novel.
1 4—Mass meeting in Chapel.
15—Clemson Freshmen 19; Clarksville High School 7.
1 6—Seven-thirty Long Roll started.
1 7—Clemson 52; Mercer 0.
18
—
"Jojo" fails to applaud speaker in Chapel.
19—Dress parade, and then "Lie-Down" drill.
20—Photographer for Annual arrives.
21—General Davis requests the Colonel to cancel all confinements and extras.
22—Colonel threatens to make officers walk extras.
23—Dr. Weatherford delivers fine address.
24—Photographer completes pre-Christmas work.
25—Football team amuses Corps with speeches at mass meeting.
26—Final preparations made for Atlanta trip.
27—Tech 34; Clemson 0. Tigers suffer a sad reversal of form.
28—Football team loses privileges.
29—Seniors take back seats in Mess Hall.
30—Thanksgiving ( ?) dinner served on Sunday.
December 1—Long delayed rain prevents drill.
2
—
"Daddy" continues to score the suffragettes.
3—Dr. Riggs announces duration of Christmas holidays.
4—Exam Schedule announced.
5—Senior Electricals cut Class. Mr. and Mrs. Robertson entertain
Football Team.
6—Band gives concert in Chapel.
December 7—Miss Rutherford makes interesting talk before Y. M. C. A.
8—She wins applause from "Jojo" in Chapel.
9—Winter at last; temperature below twenty degrees.
1 —Rev. Murray bids Clemson farewell.
1 1—Two days of grace before exams.
!
2—Professor and Mrs. Harper entertain Football Team.
1 3—Exams begin.
13-20—Exam week; nuf said.
18—Cox sells Corporalcy at auction; "Mannygoat," at $6.25, pulls down
stripes.
20—Reappointments: Many are the hearts that exultant leap;
Many again that cease to beat.
20—Two p. m. Good bye, Clemson! Welcome home! Merry Christmas!
Happy New Year!
1914
January 2—Cadets return during snowstorm.
3—Boys swap stones, and arrange schedules.
4—Everybody gets "the blues," and commences writing letters.
5—Professor "Hutch" finds that "B. S." has double meaning.
6—Dr. Redfern gives medical talk in Chapel.
7—Senior "Ags" accuse Dr. Calhoun of attempting to graft horseracing
with geology.
8—Captain Clink's new stable burned ; a complete loss. Boys prove good
fire-fighters.
9—Scovgaard gives violin concert in Chapel.
10—Clemson 27; Furman 10.
11
—
"Mannygoat" challenges "Poodle" to a fight.
1 2—Corps goes to Calhoun to exchange greetings with President Wilson.
1 3
—
"Jojo" attacks the "Devil's Corner."
14
—
"Jo" Parker cracks a joke on Dr. Calhoun.
1 5—Geo. Berley salutes Ephraim at dinner formation.
I 6—Class football and basket-ball practice in full sway. Annual staff gets
down to hard labor.
January I 7—State Commercial Secretaries entertained by College. Fire breaks out
in Hospital.
I 8—Dr. Calhoun addresses Y. M. C. A.
1
9—General Lee's birthday ; a holiday.
20—Professor Daniel addresses "Hop Gandy" as Hamlet.
21—Patrol drill gets interesting; good chance for "beat-outs."
22—Joe Berley advertises monocles and red vests for sale.
23
—
"Cat" Randle catches biscuit from Sylvester's kitchen window.
Basket-ball: Savannah 28; Clemson 18.
24—Turkey dinner. Glee Club takes first trip.
25—Y. M. C. A. elects officers for 1914-' 15.
26—Glee Club takes Winthrop by storm.
27—Rat creates uproar in Mess Hall by making flying leap from steampipe.
28—Text-book inspection.
29—Jim Henderson has engagement announced in Mess Hall.
30—Coach Williams arrives to watch class football games.
31—Sophs 3; Juniors 0. "Hop" beats "Shorty." Musical concert in
Chapel. In Atlanta—Basket-ball: Clemson 30, A. A. C. 45.
February 1—Sunday—a beautiful day. Duckett and "Harry" endeavor to make
round-up on river. (See report of "Jap School Boy.")
2—Looks like "Old Times" on football field.
3—Cadet and Colonel engage in controversy. Agricultural Society holds
smoker.
4—Soph's 0; Fresh 0; a classic in class football annals.
5—Rainy and disagreeable weather.
6—The date is chosen for a Tech-Clemson debate.
7—Juniors 7; Fresh 3; Trophy cup goes to Sophs. Columbian Literary
Society holds annual celebration.
8—"Tin" Bunker operates picture show on Sunday.
9—Geo. Berley gets turned.
10—Life insurance agents worry Seniors.
11-1 3—State farm demonstrators meet for winter session.
1
2—Football team entertained at annual banquet by Dr. and Mrs. Riggs.
1^14 TAPS
February 1 3—St. Valentine's Dance by Senior-Junior Club in Gym. Typical winter
weather; sleet falls heavily all day.
14—Boston Musical Club makes a hit in Chapel. Senior Dance in Gym.
1 5—Gloom ! Girls attending dances leave for their homes.
1 6—Rat Tarbox wears bathrobe to Chapel.
17—Forty Cadets marked "sick in room"; deadbeats find new doctor a
cinch.
1 8—Baseball practice begins.
1 9—Mr. Dooley, of the Westinghouse, takes a look over Senior Electricals.
20—Rain. Drill in Halls.
2 1—Henry Dixon lectures in Chapel.
22—Washington's Birthday. Sunday. Observed by serving confinements.
23—"Skeet" Brown tells Professor he cannot see current in a wire through
insulation.
24—Cold wave coming. Dr. Riggs leaves for North.
25—Beautiful snowstorm—deepest in years.
26—Snow melts. "Jojo" profuse in cracking jokes. All outdoors wringing
wet.
27—No drill; something wrong.
28—Basket-ball: Carolina 27; Clemson 16. Palmetto Literary Society
holds Annual celebration.
March 1—The lion roars; cold, wintry day.
2—Great section-marching reform instituted.
3—Tango lessons become popular with Corps.
4—Willis Moore delivers scientific lecture in Chapel .
5—Professor Daniel gets haircut. Rain! Earthquake (a fact) !
6—Clemson-Tech Debate in Atlanta. Sophs wear "Shep Collars."
7—Snow flurries, and sunshine.
8—Band concert, and Panama illustrated lecture in Chapel. Professor
Shannon arrives to give a series of lectures on Eugenics.
9
—
"I Don't Swear" buttons distributed. Annual Staff does not take them.
1 —Annex becomes popular lodging place.
11—Battalion drill; rain comes to the rescue.
12
—




















MoTTO: Cease, hunger, for evermore
PURPOSE: To feed the hungry
Place of Business:
Jule Carson President







Tom Robertson s Cafe
GONI COX Manager
BUCK PRESSLEY, Second Vice-President
AuDLEY Ward ...Treasurer




W. B. WlLKERSON Director







R. S. Hood W. B. Wilkerson
First Tenors Second Tenors





R. S. Blake J. S. Moore




S. H. Wilkerson W. A. Teal
Hood Blake Wilkerson, S. H. Wilkerson, W. B.

Clemson College &ifle Club
OFFICERS
J. A. BERLEY President
A. R. Boyd Captain
F. Osborne Secretary
MEMBERS
Atkins, R. S. Harrelson, J. S. Sanders. E. R.
Berley, G. E. Hobbs, K. O. Stribling, F. D.
Bonner, W. C. Lawton, W. H. Wallace, M. G.
Burns, G. M. Meyers, J. H. Wright. W. E.
Byrd, E. M. Ransey. C. G. Young, E. C.
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BAKER, C. W President
LeGette. F. C Vice-President
MONROE, J. B Secretary and Treasurer
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I5>Y<I TAPS
_ '
^^^y INCE beginning this book.
JM| We have tried all the while
^m^r To say only those things
That would bring a broad smile.
If a tear you have shed
Before reaching the end,
Or the smile has been changed
To a look of chagrin.
Just remember the job
We've been up against.
And think it a joke,
And not an offense.
And now we lay our pens to sleep



















11 JOHN STREET NEW YORK
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS THIS HOUSE HAS
SUPPLIED COLLEGE AND FRATERNITY RINGS
AND PINS. OF GOLD AND SILVER, IN HIGHEST
GRADE.
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF 1913. WE HAVE MADE
THE RINGS FOR THE GRADUATING CLASSES OF
CLEMSON FOR MANY YEARS.
DESIGNS SUGGESTING UNUSUAL ANDODD STYLES











Our equipment and facilities for producing Uniforms for Colleges and Military
Schools are unequaled by any other house in the United States. You are sure
of intelligent and accurate service in ordering of us.
The Uniforms worn at CLEMSON COLLEGE are finished examples of
the character, quality, and appearance of our product.
JAG REED 9
1424- 1426 Chestnut Street
PHILADELPHIA
WHEN YOU ARE IN COLUMBIA
TAKE YOUR MEALS AT
The
'Palmetto Restaurant















There's no Place Like
Home
We have everything to make a
home comfortable^ at prices




It's Easy to Par the People's Way





Our arrangement with the tele-
phone company enables anyone on
the line to call us without any
cost to them. Call us. and get our
prices before purchasing elsewhere.
Solid Gold, Sterling Silver, and Gold Plated Jewelry
with Clemson Seal. Pennants, Banners, Table
Covers, Pillow Covers. Can be sent
by Parcels Post. Write for prices
L. Cleveland Martin
THE QUALITY DRUGGIST





Ready Roofing of all kinds, prepared
in One-, Two-, and Three - Ply.
V - Crimp Roofing in Stock.
ALSO
Pipe, Fittings, Valves, Pulleys,
Hangers, Shafting, Belting, Etc., of
all Kinds.
WRITE US AS TO
YOUR NEEDS
Prompt Attention Given to
All Inquiries




The South's Oldest Ordinary
Company. Keeps your money
at home, and helps the business
of the people whose business
helps your business.
F. W. FELKEL, General Agent
ANDEKSON, S. C.
ARMOUR'S FERTILIZERS
DERIVE THEIR AMMONIA FROM FOUR DIFFERENT
SOURCES. THEY FURNISH A STEADY SUPPLY,
FROM THE SPROUTING OF THE SEED TO THE
GATHERING OF THE HARVEST. THAT'S WHY THEY




The Clemson Agricultural College
South Carolina's School of Engineering and Agriculture
nl
One of the largest and best equipped Agri-
ct.ltural and Mechanical Colleges in the South.
:.544 acre? of land. Value of i>lant. over
$1,300,000. Over ninety teachers, officers, and
assistants. Number of students, over eight
hundred. Every County in South Carolina
represented. Twelve I )egi cc courses. Four
Short courses. Twenty-six Departments of in-
struction. New and modern buildings, equip-
ment, and sanitation. Over $100,000 is ex-
pended in public service.
Next Session Opens
Wednesday, September 9, 1914
Location and Environment
The College is located in Oconee County,
a: the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountains. .>n
the homestead of Inc. ('. Calhoun, and later
owned by his .son-in-law. Thos. G. Clemson.
The College is over eight hundred feet above
the sea level, and the climate is healthful and
invigorating. Temptations to dissipate or
spend money foolishly are reduced to a mini-
mum.
The students are under military govern-
mrnt, and every effort is made to train up
manly young men. who will reflect credit on
th<- College and on the State.
Religious Influences
The College contributes to the salai"
four resident ministers, who conduct divine
services and do pastoral work at churches anil
among the cadets in barracks. There is a
flourishing Sunday School and Y. M. C. A.,
with a salaried V. M. C. A. Secretary, who
lives in the barracks and exercises a whole-
some influence over the young men. with
whom he intimately associates.
Requirements of Admission
No student will be admitted to the Fresh-
man Class who is not at least sixteen years
old at the time of entrance.
An honorable discharge from the last school
or college attended is required.
No student will be admitted who is not
reasonably healthy, and free from contagious
diseases, including tuberculosis.
Applicants for the Freshman Class must
stand examinations, either at their county seat
or at the College, unless they can fill out sat-
isfactorily a prescribed certificate, furnished
by the College, showing satisfactory prepara-
tion.
Student Activities
Clemson College is a member of the South-
ern Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association and
South Carolina Inter-Collegiate Associa-
tion, and engages in inter-collegiate baseball,
football, track, tennis, basket-ball: has three
literary societies, four student publications, a
cadet band, a course of lyceum lectures and
entertainments, etc.
Scholarships
The College offers [68 four-year scholar-
ships in Agriculture and Textile Industry,
and. fifty-one one-year Scholarships in the
One-Year Agricultural Course. The value
of a scholarship is Sum. no per session and
free tuition. The cost of these scholarships,
neatly $22,000, is paid from the current funds
of the College.
Examination for scholarships, at County
Courthouse, on July 10, 9 a. m.
Courses of Study
The following four-year courses of study,
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science,
are offered
:
Agriculture 17 Courses), Chemistry, Mech-
anical and Electrical Engineering. Civil En-
gineering, Textile Engineering, Architectural
Engineering.
Four-Weeks' Course in Agriculture ( For













The cost for any of the twelve regular four-
yi.'.r courses, or the Two-Year Textile Course,
i> $133. 45 Per session. This amount covers
uniforms, board, room. heat, light, water,
laundry, and all fees except tuition. Tuition
is $40.00 additional to those who are able to
pay.
The cost of the One-Year Agricultural
Course is Si 17.45. This amount covers the
same items as are listed above.
The cost of the Four-Weeks' Winter Course
for Farmers, and the Four-Weeks' Course
in Cotton Grading, is Si 0.00. This amount
covers board, heat, light, and water. No
informs are required.
Scholarship and Entrance Examination, at County Seat, July I", 9 a. in.
Next Session Opens September 9, 191 /
Write at once to W. M. RIGGS
/'resident. Clemson College, S. C.
for Catalog, Scholarship Wanks, Etc. Ifyou delay, you may he crowded out
WITH STORE SERVICE THAT MAKES SHOPPING A PLEASURE
VALUES THAT GUARANTEE AN AFTER -FEELING OF
KEEN SATISFACTION, YOUR GOOD JUDGMENT




TO MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN
105-107 Wfst Main Strkkt SPARTANBURG, S. C.
Morara
Coffee
Absolutely Pure— Delicious Cup Quality-
1 lb — 3 lb—4 lb—5 lb
Sealed Tins
Aik Your Grocer for MORARA
Roasted and Packed by
C. W. ANTRIM & SONS
RICHMOND, VA.
BALLENGER HARDWARE AND FURNITURE
COMPANY
Complete Line Staple Hardware. Shelf Goods,
Tools. Cutlery, Builders' Material, Paints, Oils,
Roofing*, Sporting Goods, Furniture, Porch
Goods, Etc.




It pays to attend a school soliciting the highest class.
Bookkeeping and Accountancy, Banking, and
Shorthand will open the avenues to success.
Most modem and up-to-date schools in the State.
Demand for Graduates. Address Department C.
CECIL'S BUSINESS SGHOOL





for the past five years






IMPORTER OF R1TCHER DRAWING INSTRUMENTS




The University offers courses leading to the
following degrees:
Schoolof Arts and Scient t, A.B. and B.S.
J School ofEducation, - AS.
1 Graduate School - - - A.M.
t School of Engineering - C.F.
5 School ofLaw - - - - 1.I..F,
For Students of Education, Law, Engineer-
ing, and those pursuing higher graduate work, the
University offers exceptional advantages.
Graduates of South Carolina Colleges receive
free tuition in all couries except in the School of
Law.
Next Session Begins September 15, 1914
F')i Information, Write





! lota'l Jul pyrin!
GREENVILLE , s. c.
One of the most up-to-date hotels in
South Carolina.
Running water, hot and cold, in every
room
Rooms with private bath, connecting bath,
and without bath connections.
AMERICAN
Rates: - - $2SO,
PLAN
$3.0<>. $3
Class Pins, Glass Rings, Diamonds,
Watches, Sterling Silver,
Gut Glass, Art Goods
If you will buy what We advise you to, you will always be
pleased, and get the most and the best for your money.
We have the LARGEST STOCK, and give you
always the very LOWEST PRICES for the very HIGHEST
QUALITY of goods that can be had in this country; and
want you to remember that we do not handle anything that is
not good, but give a Guarantee with All We Sell; no plated
or imitations in our stock.
SYLVAN BROTHERS
Corner Main Street and Hampton Avenue
COLUMBIA, S. C.
College Gnulimlos
Should look at our "YOUNG MAN'S POLICY" (Twenty -Payment
Life, Elective) before buying a Policy.
The Most Insurancefor the
Least Premium
Soiifclisnsioira Life Jnsuraaioo Company
A. D. L. BARKSDALE, Greenville, S. C. H.J. McGEE, Anderson, S. C.
N. B.— Why not write "Southeastern" during the Summer, and
have you a
il
Paying Job" when you graduate? Write the Home
Office for particulars.
Chicago. St. Louis, Cincinnati, Philadel-
phia, Kansas City, St. Paul, Omaha,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Brooklyn,
Boston, Providence, Cleveland, Buffalo,
Pittsburg, Broadway, New York.
A National Tailoring Institution
Central Offices and IVoikshops
16-26 Cooper Square New York
J. M. CONNOR
Office ATo. 1 Mauldin Building
GREENVILLE, S. C
BROWNING KING & CO.
Established Over Sixty Years
Absolutely the Best Value in Custom
Tailoring in the World.
Hopkins Clothing to Your
Measure
There's just one R.eal way to know how very
good Hopkins' Tailored -lo-Measure Clothing
is by wearing a Hopkins' Suit or Overcoat.
Hopkins' Clothing never " goes wrong."
BARKSDALE & ARMSTRONG









Quality First. Qoods that Satisfy
STORE AND RESTAURANT v
Spalding's Agency, Staple and Fancy Groceries
Men's Furnishings








G. F. TOLLY & SON
ANDERSON . S. C.
The Cheapest Furniture
House in South Carolina







Manufacturers I H g trade Uu [ Army.
Police, and Railroad Purposes; and the Largest Assortment
Quality of
CADET GRAYS
including those used at the United States Military Academy at Wesl
Point, and other leading Military Schools of the Country.
PRESCRIBED AND USED BY THE CADE'S
OF CLEMSON COLLEGE
[.,
The Largest Engraviog Establishment
in the United Slates specian^ing in *
QUALITY ENGRAVINGS fov COLLEGE ANNUALS
BUREAU OFENG RAVIN G'INC.
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
MINNEAPOLIS











EVERY HOME NEEDS TOOLS
your own borne if you had the right land of Took.
WEAR AND TEAR
a mace telling on Tods than on anything else hut
the toiler. That's because they both ha*e to
work, and work means wen
TO STAND THE WEAR
. :.- a» -' :-;- -;•''-»:;-:-;:•;:--
in them, and must be well taken care of: but it is
the right stuff that really counts, and afl our Took
have it.
ANDERSON HARDWARE COMPANY
Hardware at Right Prices
WHITNER STREET *HDERS> S. C.
Have You Lost Your
Appetite
?
If so, go to BL LL'S Grocery
Shop, in Greenville. You'll
I be Apt to Find 'it There.
The Best the World Affords.
J. A. Bull Company
Greenville, S. C.
THE IMPRINT OF EXCELLENCE
Band & White
Spartanburg, S. C.
THE LEADING PRINTERS OF
THE PIEDMONT
/ TAYLOR ON IT \











Minus Trademark Trimmings—yon know what
££ND FOR CATALOG
Alex. Taylor & Co.
ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS
26 East Forty-Second Street. Sew York
















Established 1872 Excelled bU None
E. A. WRIGHT
1 108 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA
Engraver, Stationer, Printer
Manufacturer of Class and Society Pins. Medals
Exclusive Designs in Stationery (Fraternity
and Class), Calling Cards. D nice Programs,
Invitations. Menus. Shingles, Leather Souve-
nirs, Certificates.




Y. M. C. A. STORE
CLEMSON COLLEGE. S. C.
THINK OF US
We want you to think of us whenever you
think of Clothes
Our who'e energy is concentrated on securing
good things for you to wear
This is True of Clothing
This is True of Headwear
This is True of Furnishings
Our Spring styles arc now making a strong appeal to
your eye— while our reasonable prices make an
equally strong appeal to your purse
SMITH & BRISTOW
GKEENVILLE, S. C.
WE'RE WAITING TO SERVE YOU
QUALITY FIRST
QUALITY COUNTS FIRST WHEN YOU ARE PURCHASING
A GIFT FOR YOUR FRIENDS
HERE YOU FIND QUALITY IN DIAMONDS. WATCHES. SILVER
CUT GLASS. AND IN THE VARIOUS LINES WE SELL
WE TAKE PLEASURE IN SHOWING OUR GOODS
COME IN. AND SEE FOR YOURSELF
M ARC H B AN K S & BABB





B. R. CATES. MANAGER
^M^HIS BOOK WAS MADE BY US THROUGHOUT. OUR FACILi-
i\ TIES FOR PROMPT PRODUCTION OF COLLEGE PUBLICA-
\W^ TIONS, CATALOGS. ETC., ARE UNSURPASSED. CONSULT
US BEFORE PLACING YOUR NEXT PRINTING ORDER.

The below- named firms have placed Advertisements with THE CLEMSON COLLEGE
CHRONICLE for the year 1913-1914. Their support has made it possible to








Kueffel & Esser Company




F. Weber & Co
Richmond Guano Company
Harrv E. Wallace
T. G. Cely ..
D. P. Sloan & Son




G. W. G'gniliat & Son
J. E. Means
B. H. Means












Henderson. Ashmore. Willis Company
General Electric Company
W . H. Mixson Seed Company
Morse Twist Drill and Machine Company....
F. M. Hovt Shoe Company





L. E. Waterman Company
Southern Cotton Oil Companv
Clemson Agricultural and Mechanical College
Medical College of South Carolina
Authors' Agency

























Atlanta. Ga Mill Suppli _.
Rock Hill. S. C
Charleston. S. C Fertilizers
Charlottesville. \'a Woolen Goods







S. C General Merchandise
Seneca, S. C Hardware and Fertilizers
Seneca, S. C General Merchandise
Clemson College. S. C Barber
Columbia. S. C Barber
Columbia. S. C
New York, N. Y Laboratory Supplies
Chicago. Ill Machinery
Columbia. S. C
New York, N. Y. Tobacco. Cigarettes
Anderson. S. C.
Anderson, S. C Dry Goods
Anderson. S. C Jewelry
Anderson. S. C Opt cian
Clemson College. S. C Druggist
Clemson College. S. C Tailor
Clemson College. S. C Books
Greenville. S. C Shoes
Schenectady. N. Y Motors, etc.
Charleston. S. C
New Bedford. Mass Machinery
Manchester. Mass. Beacon Shoes
New York. N. Y Fertilizers




New York. N. Y Pens. Ink. etc.
Augusta. Ga Oil. Fertilizers, etc.
Clemson College. S. C
Charleston. S. C.
New York. N. Y Public Speaking
Richmond. Va
New York. N. Y Athletic Supplies
Clemson College. S. C General Merchandise
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